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Abstract
We disclose the mathematical structure underlying the gauge field sector of the recently
constructed non-abelian superconformal models in six space-time dimensions. This is a
coupled system of 1-form, 2-form, and 3-form gauge fields. We show that the algebraic
consistency constraints governing this system permit to define a Lie 3-algebra, generalizing
the structural Lie algebra of a standard Yang-Mills theory to the setting of a higher bundle.
Reformulating the Lie 3-algebra in terms of a nilpotent degree 1 BRST-type operator Q, this
higher bundle can be compactly described by means of a Q-bundle; its fiber is the shifted
tangent of the Q-manifold corresponding to the Lie 3-algebra and its base the odd tan-
gent bundle of space-time equipped with the de Rham differential. The generalized Bianchi
identities can then be retrieved concisely from Q2 = 0, which encode all the essence of the
structural identities. Gauge transformations are identified as vertical inner automorphisms
of such a bundle, their algebra being determined from a Q-derived bracket.
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1 Introduction
Higher gauge theories, i.e. gauge theories with not just 1-form gauge fields but also gauge fields
of higher form degrees, have been increasingly in the focus of research over the last years.
On the one hand, they are motivated by string theory, where p-form gauge potentials are in-
evitably induced in the low energy effective action. While a single family of p-form gauge
fields with fixed p > 1 necessarily stays abelian (as one easily sees when trying to construct
an invariant action functional), the general tower of p-form gauge fields can implicitly carry a
non-abelian character and even transcend standard Lie algebras in this case. Concrete examples
of such systems have appeared in compactifications with fluxes [LM02, DDF05, DFT06] and
been identified as the generic gauge structure within the so-called gauged supergravity theories
(see e.g. [WST05, SW05]) where already the bosonic sector features a nontrivial, sufficiently
intricate system of structural equations that generalize the usual Jacobi identity of Lie algebras.
The general structure of these bosonic p-form gauge field hierarchies has further been analyzed
in [WS05, WNS08, WS08, BHH+09, RSW09, CDRVP10, Pal12, Pal14, GHP13]. The mathe-
matical understanding of such a model and its underlying system of equations is the subject of
the present investigation.
On the mathematical side, higher gauge theories attracted recent attention with the gen-
eral interest in “higher structures in mathematics and physics” (cf., e.g., the recent series of
conferences in this field), but also before in the context of gerbes and bundle gerbes. One of
the possible approaches consists of a so-called “categorification”, cf., e.g, [BM05, Bae02, SSS09].
Ordinary principal bundles with their structure groups and connections on them are generalized
(in a non-unique way) to some higher versions, usually indexed by an integer n such that for
n = 1 one obtains the respective original mathematical object. So from this point of view one
expects a structural Lie n-group or its corresponding Lie n-algebra (or n-term L∞-algebra) that
would correspond to the set of structural equations present in concrete models like the ones
above. It is one of the purposes of the present article to confirm this expectation. We will
consider the general system of p ≤ 3 forms whose non-abelian gauge structure has been worked
out in [SSW11, SSW13] in the context of superconformal field theories in six dimensions. Such
systems have been under investigation for their relation to the yet elusive dynamics of multiple
M5 branes, see e.g. [LP10, Sin11, HHM11, CK12, AP12, BGH13, SW12]. A similar analysis
of the general tensor hierarchy developed in [WNS08] will be presented in a forthcoming paper
[KSS14].
An alternative to the categorification perspective is the consideration of so-called Q-bundles
(cf., e.g., [KS07]), i.e. bundles in the category of Q-manifolds. The terminology arose in the
context of the BRST-BV formalism, but turns out to be of interest in the above-mentioned
context even before this formulation. An example is the following one: Consider a Lie algebra
action on a manifold M , ρ : g→ Γ(TM). Then the standard BRST charge has the form
Q = qaρa(x)
∂
∂xi
− 12q
aqbCcab
∂
∂qc
, (1.1)
where qa are degree +1 odd (i.e. anti-commuting) coordinates on g and Ccab are the corresponding
structure constants. It is one of the defining properties of a BRST charge that it is an odd vector
field and squares to zero. Here it is a vector field on the graded manifold M × g[1], where the
additional 1 in the brackets indicates that the coordinates on g are considered as carrying degree
+1. On the other hand, a vector field of the type (1.1) can also be used to define what is called a
Lie algebroid, and this even in the most compact form (cf. [Va˘ı97]). In this case, the Ccab are even
permitted to depend on the coordinates x on M ; the odd coordinates qa are fiber coordinates
of a vector bundle E →M underlying the Lie algebroid. The case of coordinates such that Ccab
1
are constants corresponds precisely to the situation of a Lie algebra acting on the base M of the
algebroid, which then is called an action Lie algebroid (cf., e.g., [SW99]).
In the special case of no x coordinates in (1.1) above, a Lie algebra can be defined by
Q = 12qaqbCcab
∂
∂qc squaring to zero, which is easily seen to be equivalent to the structure constants
satisfying the Jacobi identity. Correspondingly, higher analogues, so-called L∞-algebras (or, if
there are also x-coordinates L∞-algebroids) can be defined by a similar Q vector field squaring to
zero, just that in this more general case there are coordinates of different integer-valued degrees
on the graded manifold.
This formulation usually has advantages over the categorification picture. First of all, in
the latter language one usually is confronted with several identities or diagrams to be verified
one by one, the more of them, the higher is the n. In the Q-language, all the structural
equations are concisely encoded in the fact that Q squares to zero. Correspondingly, whenever
the structural equations are needed, one will just use Q2 = 0 in that language. This turns out
to be a considerable advantage on the level of the gauge transformations, for example, as we
will show in detail. Also a definition of Q-bundles for higher n is easy to give: there are just
graded coordinates up to degree n in the fibers. Even the generalization of a connection, an
n-connection, which corresponds to the whole tower of the gauge fields of different form degrees,
is easy to formulate: it is a section of the graded bundle (forgetting about the Q-structures, cf,
e.g., [KS07]).
Secondly, the Q-formulation is usually more general, since in contrast to Lie algebras, a Lie
n-algebroid may not permit an integration to a Lie n-groupoid. This is already the case for n = 1
(cf. [CF03] for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the integration of Lie algebroids). Still,
as already the example of the two-dimensional Poisson sigma model [SS94, SS95, Ike01, Ike03]
shows, the model is meaningful and interesting [Kon03, CF01b, CF01a] also in the case of a
non-integrable target Poisson Lie algebroid. The Poisson sigma model is a Chern-Simons type
of theory for a Poisson Lie algebroid (cf. [Str04, KS07] making this more precise) and can serve
as a toy model for Yang-Mills theories where the structural Lie algebra is replaced by a Lie
algebroid [Str04, MS09], and these theories in turn, can serve as a model for higher gauge
theories in general since one has the simplest tower of gauge fields, zero forms Xi and 1-forms
Aa interacting non-trivially with one another.1
We motivated the appearance of Q-structures as possible generalizations of Lie algebras and
as an elegant alternative formulation of L∞ algebras. One has bundles in this category since the
tangent bundle TΣ of a space-time or base manifold Σ, with fiber-linear coordinates considered
of carrying degree +1 again and being odd (this graded manifold is conventionally denoted by
T [1]Σ, becomes a Q-manifold in a canonical way by means of the de Rham differential as a Q
and, simultaneously, permits to host all different form degrees of our gauge fields as functions
on this graded manifold. It remains to see, why, in a general theory of such a type, one should
expect the existence of a Q-structure on the fibers from a physical and not just a mathematical
perspective. Here an observation made in [GS05] comes into the game: In all the known examples
of such gauge theories there is some notion of (higher) curvatures or, in a physical language,
field strengths such that they satisfy some notion of Bianchi identities. Formalising this idea in
some appropriate sense, as reviewed in the subsequent section, one can prove that this implies
the existence of a Q-structure in the fibers of the bundle (cf. Theorem 2.1) below).
Since the validity of such generalized Bianchi identities, also holds true in the model of [SSW11],
the existence of such a Q-structure (and its associated L∞-algebra) characterizing the theory is
1For completeness we mention that also the categorification perspective will have its advantages: for example,
when it comes to a generalization of a holonomy or parallel transport, the integrated version, when assumed to
exist, is expected to play a prominent role since already in the ordinary n = 1 Lie algebra case holonomies related
to groups.
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guaranteed in principle. On the practical level, it is nevertheless a challenge to show that the
concrete structural identities of the model [SSW11] indeed imply a particular vector field Q to
square to zero, cf. Theorem 5.1 below. In the construction of [SSW11], just as in most physical
models, the system of p-forms is truncated to the set that actually appears in a Lagrangian
formulation of the dynamics (typically including forms up to degree p ≤ [D/2] for space-time
dimension D). In particular, the Bianchi identities are shown to hold true (on behalf of a set of
specified structural identities) only up to this order in the form degree, truncating the highest
order by a specific projection. This will have its correspondence in Proposition 4.1, stating that
every, in general infinite, L∞-algebra permits a canonical truncation to any arbitrary level (in
particular to the level coinciding with the highest relevant form degree in the given space-time
dimension).
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review briefly the considerations
of [GS05]; we restrict to trivial bundles in particular, since one of the main questions in the
present article is the identification of the underlying structural L∞ algebra (but a generalization
to nontrivial bundles is rather immediate following the steps as outlined in [KS07]). In Section 3
we likewise review the ingredients needed from [SSW11]: the precise content of the gauge fields,
a possible set of field strengths, the gauge transformations and, in particular, the eight structural
equations, Eqs. (3.1) below, that are imposed for defining the theory. In the subsequent section
we then review the relation of Q-manifolds with L∞-algebras and prove the above-mentioned
result on possible truncations. The main results of the present paper are presented in Section 5:
we define the Q-structure for the six-dimensional tensor hierarchy, work out the Lie 3-algebra
and derive the gauge transformations as vertical inner automorphisms of the corresponding
bundle.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Melchior Grützmann, Alexei Kotov, Jakob
Palmkvist and Robert Wimmer for interesting discussions.
2 Basics of the Q-formalism
This section is mainly a review following the ideas of [GS05]; the lifting to the tangent, that will
be important in the end for our application, is inspired by its sequels [KS07] and [SS13].
2.1 The Bianchi identities
For some n dimensional space-time Σ, the generalization of gauge theories to higher degrees
usually involves a tower of gauge fields, which eventually stops at some degree m. It means
that we have a set of 1-forms Aa, 2-forms BI , 3-forms Ct, 4-forms Dλ etc... up to m-forms.
We have put the index of the 3-forms and of the 4-forms at the bottom of the letters just as
a convention in concordance with the second part of this article. From a physical perspective,
“field strengths” (or “generalized curvatures”) are an essential ingredient of gauge theories, and
there will be as many field strengths as there are gauge fields. The most general natural ansatz
in terms of gauge fields for the first three field strengths is as follows:
Fa = dAa + 12C
a
bcA
b ∧Ac − taIBI , (2.1)
FI = dBI + ΓIaJAa ∧BJ −
1
6H
I
abcA
a ∧Ab ∧Ac − tItCt ,
F (4)t = dCt −AsatAa ∧ Cs −BIJtBI ∧BJ −DabItAa ∧Ab ∧BI
− EabcdtAa ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad − tλtDλ .
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In fact, one could add on the right-hand side terms containing derivatives of lower-form degree
gauge fields or, equivalently, their previously defined field strengths; this may be seen to not
change the subsequent analysis of this section.
From now on, we will write the gauge fields collectively as Aα and the field strengths cor-
respondingly as Fα, for α = a, I, t, ..; so for example, AI ≡ BI and At ≡ Ct. To each α,
we associate a degree, denoted by |α|, which is the order of the gauge field as a differential
form, that is: Aα is an |α|-form, and we write N|α| for the number of |α|-forms. We put
N = N1 +N2 + ...+Nm. We now want to cast the Bianchi identities into a very general form.
Recall that classically (standard YM-theory), we have DF a = 0, that is dF a = −CabcAb ∧ F c,
i.e the de Rham differential of the field strength yields a term containing a field strength. To
generalize this idea, we say that a field strength Fα satisfies the generalized Bianchi identity if
dFα = λαβFβ, where the summation is implied and λαβ can depend on the fields. To summarize:
Definition 2.1. Let A be the subalgebra of Ω•(Σ) generated by the differential forms Aα and
dAα and I ⊂ A its both-sided ideal generated by the field strengths Fα (for some fixed choice
of constants in their definition). Then the field strengths Fα satisfy the generalized Bianchi
identities, iff for any choice of the Aαs this ideal is a differential ideal, i.e. iff
dI ⊂ I . (2.2)
Usually in examples such a weak notion of Bianchi identities holds true and we will assume
this to be the case when talking about “higher gauge theories”. We will proceed now to show
that Q-structures are a good formalism to encode them.
Recall first the definition of a Q-manifold: it is a Z-graded manifold M equipped with a
degree +1 vector field Q such that [Q,Q] ≡ 2Q2 = 0. So in a local chart description, M has
coordinates which carry each an integer degree — in fact, we will consider only so-called NQ-
manifolds, where there are no negative coordinate degrees — and which are glued together on
overlaps by degree-preserving diffeomorphisms. [X,Y ] = X ◦ Y − (−1)|X||Y |Y ◦X is the graded
commutator defined on the space of vector fields X(M). One of the classical examples of a
Q-manifold is the shifted tangent bundle equipped with the de Rham differential. The shifted
tangent bundle T [1]Σ over a smooth manifold Σ is the graded vector bundle modelled on TΣ in
the sense that the local basis vectors ∂
∂xi
are now carrying a negative degree of −1. It implies
that the fiber-linear coordinate functions on T [1]Σ, as function from T [1]Σ to R, are functions
of degree +1. Given a local coordinate system {xi}ni=1 on Σ, the (locally defined) differential 1-
forms dxi thus are such degree 1 functions. The algebra of smooth functions over T [1]Σ is defined
as the set of formal series in these coordinate functions, glued together correctly on overlaps by
degree preserving diffeomeorphisms, so that one arrives at the identification C∞(T [1]Σ) ∼= Ω•(Σ).
The de Rham differential then becomes just a vector field, in local coordinates d = dxi ∂
∂xi
, that
evidently raises the degree of a “function” (differential form) by +1; and certainly it squares to
zero, d2 = 0. Thus, (T [1]Σ, d) is a Q-manifold.
Remark. When the grading of the Q-manifold is concentrated in positive degrees, we say that
it is an NQ-manifold. When it does not involve any coordinate function of degree 0, this NQ-
manifold can be seen as a graded vector space, what we will call an NQ-vector space. Below we
will have bundels in the category of Q-manifolds; in all those considered here, the base will be
(T [1]Σ, d) and the fiber an NQ-vector spaces.
To encode the higher gauge theory and the generalized Bianchi identities described above into
the Q-formalism, we take an N -dimensional graded vector space W concentrated in negative
degrees. It can be decomposed as a sum of subspaces which contain homogeneous elements
excusively: W =W−1⊕W−2⊕ ...⊕W−m where each one of the subspaces W−|α| is spanned by
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N|α| basis vectors qα of degree −|α|. The most general degree +1 vector field (not necessarily
squaring to zero) can be parametrized as follows:
Q = (−12C
c
abq
aqb + tcIqI)
∂
∂qc
+ (−ΓIaJqaqJ +
1
6H
I
abcq
aqbqc + tItqt)
∂
∂qI
+ (Asatqaqs +BIJtqIqJ +DabItqaqbqI + Eabcdtqaqbqcqd + tλt qλ)
∂
∂qt
+ . . . ,
(2.3)
where . . . denote higher order terms, such as ∂∂qλ , etc. Recall that up to now, (W, Q) is just a
graded manifold equipped with a degree +1 vector field, and not a Q-manifold yet.
In such a context, we can interpret the gauge field Aα as the pull-back of the dual basis
vector qα by some degree preserving map a : T [1]Σ −→W:
a∗ : C∞(W) −→ Ω•(Σ) ∼= C∞(T [1]Σ)
qα 7−→ Aα = a∗(qα) (2.4)
It is now easy to see that we can recover the general ansatz of a field strength by means of a
degree one vector field Q and the above definitions:
Definition 2.2. The field strength is a degree +1 map depending on the map a:
F : C∞(W) −→ Ω•(Σ) ∼= C∞(T [1]Σ)
qα 7−→ Fα = da∗(qα)− a∗Q(qα) (2.5)
We recommend the reader to reproduce the general ansatz eqs. (2.1) for the field strengths
by means of the general ansatz (2.3) for the vector field Q (with the general parametrizations
matching as given — note also that Q(qα) = Qα if Q ≡ Qα∂α). For a general Q, squaring to
zero or not, F is the obstruction for a to be a Q-morphism.
In general, when starting to construct a general gauge theory, it is more common to focus
on the gauge symmetries at the very beginning and simultaneously on the action functional or
something like generalized field strengths and “covariant derivatives” as elementary objects for
later construting an invariant functional. This has the disadvantage that one needs to tune two
things simultaneously, the symmetries and the invariant/covariant/equivariant objects like the
field strengths, both carrying independently their parameters in a general ansatz. One of the
main observations in [GS05] was that even such a general notion of Bianchi identities as given by
definition 2.1 above is already very restrictive and turns out to subsequently restrict the gauge
symmetries considerably. Splitting the problem like this in two parts, first the definition of the
“elementary” objects and, only in a second step regarding the gauge symmetries that remain
admissible in this context, turns out to be surprisingly effective.
Theorem 2.1. [Grützmann-Strobl 05] Let dim Σ ≡ n ≥ m+ 2. Then any definition of field
strengths (such as eqs. (2.1)) satisfies the Bianchi identities in the sense of Def. 2.1, if and only
if the corresponding operator Q (such as (2.3), using def. 2.2 for coordination of parameters)
squares to zero, Q2 = 0.
This can be proven rather easily by means of the notions introduced above, using d ◦ F =
d(d ◦ a∗ − a∗ ◦ Q) = −d ◦ a∗ ◦ Q = −F ◦ Q − a∗ ◦ Q2, but still, to our mind, deserves to be
called a theorem due to the fact that it is so fundamental for the construction of higher gauge
theories. The condition on the dimension comes from the fact that if the highest degree on V
would be m = n − 1, for some coordinate qα, then Q2(qα) is well defined as a not necessarily
vanishing degree n+ 1 element of C∞(W), but its pull back on T [1]Σ would vanish anyway due
to the dimension of Σ.
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There are situations where the dimensional condition in the above Theorem is violated, like
for the case of ordinary gauge theories in two space-time dimensions since then n = 2 but
the presence of 1-form gauge fields implies m = 1. Certainly, there exist important examples
in two space-time dimensions which are still governed by a Q squaring to zero, like ordinary
Yang-Mills gauge theories or also the Poisson sigma model. One may argue that starting from
n = 3, i.e. in particular for all physically relevant space-time dimensions, the condition becomes
generically satisfied, since Hodge duality—induced by a metric on Σ as present in physically
relevant theory—permits to exchange any p-form gauge field for an (n − p)-form gauge field,
so that it is sufficient to deal with gauge fields of a form-degree equalling essentially half the
dimension of space-time. We remark, however, that this argument implies some constraints
on the field equations for those potential higher form gauge fields since it should be possible
that after the exchange for a lower form-degree gauge field they should turn into Bianchi-type
equations. Although this is often assumed in physical theories, one does not necessarily need to
assume it.
If the condition on Σ is satisfied, the Theorem implies that the generalized Bianchi identities
automatically induce a Q-structure to W, thus, as we will review in Section 4 below, turning
it into a Lm[1] algebra, with associated Lm algebra V (we call an m-term L∞-algebra a Lm-
algebra). The explicit form of the generalized Bianchi identities for the three first field strengths
can be also computed easily using dFα = −F(Qα), which follows as a simple corollary from the
proof of the above theorem. One obtains:
dFa = CbcaFb ∧Ac − taIFI , (2.6)
dFI = ΓIaK(Fa ∧BK −Aa ∧ FK)−
1
2H
I
abcFa ∧Ab ∧Ac − tItF (4)t ,
dF (4)t = −Asat(Fa ∧ Cs −Aa ∧ F (4)s )−DabIt(2Fa ∧Ab ∧BI +Aa ∧Ab ∧ FI)
− 2BIJtFI ∧BJ − 4EabcdtFa ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad − tλt F (5)λ .
2.2 The gauge transformations
We will discuss here the gauge transformations and why the Q-formalism is very natural to
describe them. In analogy with the generalization we have made with the Bianchi identities, we
will start from the classical form of a gauge transformation for a 1-form gauge field:
δλA
a = Dλa ≡ dλa + CabcAbλc , (2.7)
where λa is some function on the space-time Σ. Having a tower of gauge fields, we can generalize
this picture to the following one (generalized at the end of the subsection by terms containing
field strengths):
δλA
a = dλa − C¯bcaλbAc + t¯aIλI , (2.8)
δλB
I = dλI − Γ¯IaK(λaBK −Aa ∧ λK) +
1
2H¯
I
abcλ
aAb ∧Ac + t¯Itλt ,
δλCt = dλt + A¯sat(λaCs −Aa ∧ λs) + 2D¯abItλaAb ∧BI + DˆabItAa ∧Ab ∧ λI
+ 2B¯IJtλI ∧BJ + 4E¯abcdtλa ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad + t¯λt λλ ,
where λα is a (|α| − 1)-form on Σ. The barred and hatted coefficients have a priori nothing to
do with the coefficients of the homological vector field Q. But we will see below that in fact they
do: requiring an appropriate notion of covariance (cf. definition 2.3 below) forces the barred and
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hatted quantities to be the same as the plain ones. We generalize the above ansatz slightly by
asking that the generic form of a gauge transformations is:
δλA
α = dλβWαβ + λβV αβ , (2.9)
where the coefficients Wαβ and V αβ are functions of the gauge fields Aγ in general (but still not
of the field strengths). So, for example, the second equation in (2.8) corresponds to the choice:
W IK = δIK , V Ia = −Γ¯IaKBK +
1
2H¯
I
abcA
b ∧Ac, V IK = −Γ¯IaKAa, V It = t¯It , (2.10)
but in general we will permit Wαβ to be different from the identity δαβ . Taking the ansatz (2.9)
for gauge transformations, we now address the question of the conditions on the coefficient
parameters such that the field strengths transform “covariantly”. This notion is not yet clearly
defined without a clear algebraic-geometric understanding of the structural equations and so,
like for the generalized Bianchi identities, we want to give a definition as general as possible so
that at least every known physical example is encompassed:
Definition 2.3. Let I ⊂ A be the ideal generated by field strengths Fα as in definition 2.1. The
field strengths Fα are said to transform covariantly under some set of gauge transformations
(such as eqs. (2.8) or, more generally, eq. (2.9) for some fixed choice of the parameter functions
W and V ), iff for any choice of the Aαs and λαs the ideal is stable, i.e.
δI ⊂ I . (2.11)
Although again this definition is kept very general, it turns out to be surprisingly restrictive.
For the following we always assume that the definition of field strengths is such that they satisfy
some generalized Bianchi identities in the sense of def. 2.1.
We will now show that the Q-formalism again helps to determine the conditions on the gauge
transformations in a very concise form. First of all, to introduce the gauge parameters λα in
the Q-formalism, we have to slightly modify the picture, by extending trivially the range of the
map a from W to T [1]Σ×W, which will be calledM. Since a acts as the identity from T [1]Σ
to itself, the pullback a∗ act as the identity on C∞(T [1]Σ) = Ω•(Σ), then a∗(λα) = λα.
Another important point is that even if we have glued the shifted tangent bundle to W, it
does not change the definition of the field strengths and of the generalized Bianchi identities.
Indeed, we can turn M into a Q-manifold as soon as we take the following new homological
vector field: QM = d +Q, because d2 = 0, d ◦Q+Q ◦ d = 0, and Q2 = 0. Now concerning the
Q-formalism, we wonder if there exists a degree zero vertical vector field U onM such that:
δAα = (δMa)∗(qα) = a∗(U(qα)) (2.12)
and if it does, what are the conditions U has to satisfy to ensure that δI ⊂ I? Vertical means
that it is tangent toW, and one of the main advantages of adding T [1]Σ toW is that now U can
naturally depend on the gauge parameters λα, which are differential forms on the base manifold
Σ (as well as on the coordinates qα corresponding to the fields). In particular, one has:
Xvert0 (M→ T [1]Σ) = C∞(Σ)⊗ X0(W) ⊕ Ω1(Σ)⊗ X−1(W) ⊕ Ω2(Σ)⊗ X−2(W)
⊕ ... ⊕ Ω|dim(Σ)|(Σ)⊗ X−|dim(Σ)|(W) (2.13)
It is easy to see that the general type of gauge transformations (2.9) can be reproduced by means
of (2.12) for the choice:
U ≡ U(λβ, qγ) =
(
dλβWαβ (qγ) + λβV αβ (qγ)
) ∂
∂qα
, (2.14)
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where we indicated the arguments of the coefficient functions W and V , which result from the
corresponding expressions in (2.9) by replacing Aα by qα everywhere. One then finds in a slight
generalization of the results of [GS05]:
Proposition 2.1. Let n > m. Gauge transformations of the form (2.9) induce covariant
transformations of the field strengths in the sense of definition 2.3 if and only if the vector
field U in eq. (2.14) takes the form U = [QM, λβW γβ ∂∂qγ ].
Remark. This implies that the vector field U is adQM-exact. (adQM is a differential on the space
of vector fields due to Q2 = 0). The equality on U is equivalent to V αβ = [W
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q]α, or, if we
permit the functions W and V to also depend explicitly on Σ, to V αβ = [W
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q+ d]α.
Proof. The gauge variation of the field strength Fα is:
δλFα = (d ◦ (a∗ ◦ U)− (a∗ ◦ U) ◦QM) (qα) = F(U(qα)) + (a∗ ◦ [QM, U ])(qα) . (2.15)
Assuming that the dimension of Σ is at least one bigger than the highest degree m of the graded
coordinates (so that the second term does not vanish already by degree reasons), necessarily U
should be adQM closed:
0 = [QM, U ] ≡ [d +Q,U ] = dλβ
(
V αβ
∂
∂qα
− [W γβ
∂
∂qγ
, QM]
)
− λβ[V γβ
∂
∂qγ
, QM] (2.16)
from which we conclude first that the last term has to vanish by itself (choose locally constant
gauge parameters λβ on Σ). This in turn implies that the first term has to vanish by itself as
well, or V αβ = [W
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , QM]α = [W
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q]α, which then implies the vanishing of the second
term as well by ad2QM = 0 and is also easily seen to imply the statement on U .
We see that the gauge transformations given in Eqs. (2.8), corresponding to Wαβ = δαβ ,
preserve the differential ideal I if and only if δλAα = a∗([λβ ∂∂qβ , QM](qα)). This in turn implies
that, as anticipated already by the notation, the barred/hatted coefficients are the same as the
unbarred/unhatted coefficients of the homological vector field Q. From now on Wβ := W γβ ∂∂qγ
and we define the vertical degree −1 vector field  := λβWβ ∈ Xvert−1 (M). With this notation,
the system of gauge transformations can be written compactly as:
δλA
α = a∗
(
[QM, ](qα)
)
. (2.17)
The Q-formalism is very convenient to compute the commutator of two gauge transforma-
tions. In fact, using Q2M = 0, we obtain
[δλ, δλ′ ]Aα = a∗
([
[QM, ], [QM, ′]
]
(qα)
)
= a∗
(
[QM, ̂](qα)
)
, (2.18)
where the new gauge parameter ̂ ≡ λ̂α(λ, λ′)Wα can be obtained as a derived bracket ̂ =
[, ′]QM ≡
[
[QM, ], ′
]
on Xvert−1 (M). Note, however, that the new degree −1 vector field ̂
parametrizing the gauge symmetries is defined only up to adQM-closed vector fields of degree
−2. This is important since the derived bracket is in general not antisymmetric per se:
[, ′]QM = −[′, ]QM +
[
QM, [, ′]
]
, (2.19)
but only up to an adQM-exact term. Thus, although (Xvert−1 (M), [·, ·]QM) is not a Lie algebra
in general, the quotient X of Xvert−1 (M) by the subspace of adQM-closed vector fields is. For
determining (a representative of the equivalence class of) the new parameter λ̂ as a function
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of the two parameters λ and λ′, we can thus restrict to the antisymmetric part of the derived
bracket: ̂ ≡ λ̂βWβ := [, ′]AQM .
For a concrete example, let us take the gauge transformations generated by  = λβ ∂
∂qβ
,
δλA
a = dλa − CbcaλbAc + taIλI , (2.20)
δλB
I = dλI − ΓIaK(λaBK −Aa ∧ λK) +
1
2H
I
abcλ
aAb ∧Ac + tItλt ,
δλCt = dλt +Asat(λaCs −Aa ∧ λs) +DabIt(2λaAb ∧BI +Aa ∧Ab ∧ λI)
+ 2BIJtλI ∧BJ + 4Eabcdtλa ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad + tλt λλ ,
yielding
̂a = [, ′]QM(qa) = Cabcλbλ′c (2.21)
̂I = [, ′]QM(qI) = ΓIaK(λaλ′K − λ′aλK)−HIabcλaλ′bqc ,
̂t = [, ′]QM(qt) = −Asat(λaλ′s − λ′aλs) + 2BIJtλIλ′J − 12Eabcdtλaλ′bqcqd
+ 2DabIt(λaqbλ′I − λ′aqbλI − λaλ′bqI) .
In this example, the derived bracket turns out to already be antisymmetric, since evidently
[, ′] = 0 as these vector-fields are “constant” along the fibers. Thus, we can directly read off
λ̂a, λ̂I , and λ̂t from the three lines above, as the pullback by a∗ of the components of the vector
field ̂, λ̂β = a∗(̂β). This calculation is much shorter than calculating the commutator directly
using the definition (2.20) and the identities satisfied by the coefficients that are encoded into
Q2 = 0 in the derived-bracket calculation.
Following [BKS05, GS05], we can easily extract from this the commutator of two gauge
transformations, even if they do not close. This works as follows: Using Equation (2.18) as well
as F ≡ d ◦ a∗ − a∗ ◦QM, we obtain (QM(qα) = Q(qα) ≡ Qα)
[δλ, δλ′ ]Aα = a∗
(
[QM, ̂](qα)
)
= da∗(̂α)−F(̂α) + a∗(̂(Qα)) = δ
λ̂
Aα −F(̂α) . (2.22)
While the original gauge parameters α = λα depend only on coordinates of T [1]Σ, the new ones
depend also explicitly on the coordinates qγ (before the pullback by a). This has the following
effect: A function on the total bundle M = T [1]Σ × W that comes from the base, i.e. that
only depends on coordinates of T [1]Σ, lies in the kernel of the operator F . Correspondingly,
one has F(α) = F(′α) = 0, which is essential in identifying the gauge transformations as
written in Equations (2.20) with Equation (2.17) (and likewise so for δλ′Aα). However, F(̂α) ≡
Fβ ∧ a∗ (∂β(̂α)) does no more vanish, at least for those components of ̂α which depend on qγ ,
like the second and third line of Equation (2.20). From (2.22) we then obtain directly:
[δλ, δλ′ ]Aa = δλ̂A
a (2.23)
[δλ, δλ′ ]BI = δλ̂B
I +HIabcλaλ′bFc
[δλ, δλ′ ]Ct = δλ̂Ct + 24Eabcdtλ
aλ′bFcAd + 2DabIt(λ′aFb ∧ λI − λaFb ∧ λ′I + λaλ′bFI) .
The field strengths of definition 2.2 for some map a : T [1]Σ −→ W encoding the tower of
gauge fields can be equivalently described by the map f : T [1]Σ −→ T [1]W covering a. Denote
by {qα, d¯qα} coordinates on T [1]W, where d¯ is the de Rham differential on W, then
f∗(qα) := Aα ≡ a∗(qα) , f∗(d¯qα) := Fα ≡ F(qα) . (2.24)
Equipping T [1]W with the homological vector field Q′ = d¯ + LQ, (T [1]W, Q′) is a Q-manifold,
and the map f turns out to be a chain map or Q-morphism for any choice of a [KS07]:
d ◦ f∗ = f∗ ◦Q′ . (2.25)
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In the above, LX denotes the Lie derivative along X on V:
LX = [ιX , d¯] ≡ ιX ◦ d¯ + (−1)|X|d¯ ◦ ιX . (2.26)
Introducing the map f covering a gives us further freedom in parametrizing the gauge transfor-
mations. In particular, it is advantageous in the context of Fα-dependent contributions in the
gauge transformations of the gauge fields Aβ.
We first again turn to the picture with a section in a trivial bundle, M¯ = T [1]Σ× T [1]W →
T [1]Σ, where the total space is equipped with the Q-structure
QM¯ = d +Q′ . (2.27)
As before we do not change the notation, but denote the section f : T [1]Σ → M¯ by the same
letter as the corresponding map to the fiber.
In this language, the previous gauge transformations (2.17) can be easily reproduced by
means of the use of the Lie derivative of  [KS07]:
f∗([QM¯,L](qα)) = f∗(QM¯ ◦ L(qα)) + f∗(L(Qα)) + f∗(L(d¯qα)) (2.28)
= df∗((qα)) + f∗((Qα)) + f∗(−d¯(α))
= da∗((qα)) + a∗((Qα))−F(α)
= a∗([QM, ](qα)) , (2.29)
which proves the assertion. Here in the second equality we have used that f∗ is a chain map,
in the third the defining equations (2.24), and in the last equality that for the bundle, F =
d ◦ a∗− a∗ ◦QM, where QM = d +Q, d denoting the de Rham differential on the base and thus
acting trivially on qα (but not on α since this is a function on the total bundle). So the concise
formula (2.17) is still valid with f∗:
δAα = f∗([QM¯,L](qα)) (2.30)
But now we are not restricted to vertical vector fields of degree −1 that can be written
as Lie derivatives, we can permit more general such vector fields, in particular such that they
also depend on d¯qα producing F-dependent coefficients. To distinguish these more general gauge
transformations from the previous ones, we denote the parameters of those gauge transformations
by Λα and add a bar on the symbol for the infinitesimal variation, δΛ = δ¯, as well as over the
degree −1 vector field parametrizing it on the bundle (according with the notation for the
transition fromM to M¯). This leads us to
Theorem 2.2. Let dim Σ ≡ n ≥ m+ 1 and consider gauge transformation of the form
δ¯Aα = dΛβW¯αβ + ΛβV¯ αβ , (2.31)
where the coefficients W¯αβ and V¯ αβ are arbitrary functions of the gauge fields Aγ and field strengths
Fγ (while, by definition, Λα ∈ Ω•(Σ) are field-independent). Let w¯αβ = w¯αβ (q, d¯q) and v¯αβ =
v¯αβ (q, d¯q) be the associated functions on M¯ and wαβ and vαβ , respectively, their evaluations on the
zero section of T [1]V, i.e., e.g., wαβ (q) = w¯αβ (q, 0). Then one has:
Gauge transformations of the form (2.31) induce covariant transformations of the field
strengths in the sense of definition 2.3 if and only if vαβ = [w
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q + d]α. Moreover, the
gauge transformations can be generated by means of
δ¯Aα = f∗([QM¯, ¯](qα)) (2.32)
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for the vector field
¯ = L +
(
Λβ(v¯αβ − vαβ ) + dΛβ(w¯αβ − wαβ )
) ∂
∂d¯qα
(2.33)
where  = Λβwγβ
∂
∂qγ
.
Remarks.
• If the coefficient functions in (2.31) are not also explicit functions on Σ, one may drop the
de Rham differential d in the commutator expression [wγβ ∂∂qγ , Q+ d]α and one has simply
vαβ = [w
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q]α.
• If, more generally, the parameters Λβ depend on the fields and field strengths (or, when
viewed upon as parameters on the Q-bundle, on qα and d¯qα), formula (2.33) has to be
replaced by:
¯ = Λβwγβ
∂
∂qγ
+
(
Λβ(v¯αβ − [wγβ
∂
∂qγ
, QM¯]α) +QM¯(Λβ)(w¯αβ − wαβ )
)
∂
∂d¯qα
(2.34)
• It is also straightforward to verify that a transformation induced by [QM¯, ¯] on the lifted
bundle M¯ → T [1]Σ maps a section f of this Q-bundle into another section of it (in the
category of Q-manifolds). In particular, Eq. (2.25) remains true also for the transformed
section. We recommend the reader to verify this explicitly.
Proof. First of all we rewrite equation (2.31) as follows:
δ¯Aα = dΛβWαβ + ΛβV αβ + dΛβ
(
W¯αβ −Wαβ
)
+ Λβ
(
V¯ αβ − V αβ
)
, (2.35)
with Wαβ = a∗wαβ and V αβ = a∗vαβ . Since the coefficients in the brackets on the r.h.s. lie in the
differential ideal I and the field strengths result from polynomials of A and an application of
the differential d, the field strengths stay covariant if and only if they do with respect to the first
two terms in the above equation. The necessary and sufficient conditions for this were found in
proposition 2.1 above to be vαβ = [w
γ
β
∂
∂qγ , Q + d]α (cf. in particular the remark following that
proposition).
It remains to check that the vector field (2.33) generates the symmetries by means of (2.32).
The first part was verified already in (2.28), the second part is a simple straightforward calcu-
lation:
f∗([QM¯, ¯](qα)) = f∗
(
QM¯(Λβwαβ ) + ¯(Qα) + ¯(dqα)
)
(2.36)
= d(ΛβWαβ ) + ΛβW
γ
β ∂γQ
α + ΛβV¯ αβ − Λβf∗([w¯β, QM¯]α) + dΛβ(W¯αβ −Wαβ )
= (−1)|β|−1ΛβdWαβ + ΛβW γβ ∂γQα + ΛβV¯ αβ
− ΛβW γβ ∂γQα + (−1)|β|ΛβdWαβ + dΛβW¯αβ
= ΛβV¯ αβ + dΛβW¯αβ = δ¯Aα .
Proposition 2.2. With respect to the gauge transformations (2.31), (2.32) the field strengths
transform according to the following formula:
δ¯Fα = f∗([QM¯, ¯](d¯qα)) (2.37)
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Proof. This is a straightforward calculation, using the formula Fα = da∗(qα)−a∗((d+LQ)(qα)):
δ¯Fα = dδ¯a∗(qα)− δ¯a∗(LQ(qα))
= df∗([QM¯, ¯](qα))− f∗([QM¯, ¯] ◦ LQ(qα))
= f∗(QM¯ ◦ [QM¯, ¯](qα))− f∗([QM¯, ¯] ◦ LQ(qα))
= f∗([QM¯, ¯](d¯qα)) + f∗([QM¯, [QM¯, ¯]](qα)) (2.38)
but [QM¯, [QM¯, ¯]] = 12 [Q2M¯, ¯] = 0, thus the result.
Since the gauge transformations (2.31) can be expressed in the form (2.35), their commutator
again can be calculated by a derived bracket. We leave the details of this as an exercise to the
reader.
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3 Basics of the tensor hierarchy and the bosonic model in six
dimensions
In this section, we briefly review the six-dimensional tensor hierarchy constructed in [SSW11],
based on the appearance of similar structures in gauged supergravity [WS05, BSS08, WNS08].
It contains 1-form gauge fields Aa, 2-form gauge fields BI and 3-form gauge fields Ct, where the
index t is assumed to be “dual” to the index a from now on (in other words, we can contract
those indices). We still keep the notation with letters from the end of the alphabet for the lower
indices so as to facilitate comparison with the general formulas of the previous section, where
such a duality was not assumed. The theory is governed by a set of constants bIrs, dIab ≡ dI(ab),
gIr, haI , fabc ≡ f[ab]c subject to the following relations:
2(dJr(udIv)s − dIrsdJuv)hsJ = 2fr(usdIv)s − bJsrdJuvgIs (3.1)
(dJrsbIut + dJrtbIsu + 2dKrubKstδJI )huJ = frsubIut + frtubIsu + gJubIurbJst
f[pq
ufr]u
s − 13h
s
Id
I
u[pfqr]
u = 0
hrIg
It = 0
frs
thrI − dJrshtJhrI = 0
gJshrKbIsr − 2hsIhrKdJrs = 0
−frtsgIt + dJrthsJgIt − gItgJsbJtr = 0
bJr(sd
J
uv) = 0 .
Solutions to this system have been constructed in [SSWW11].
Strictly speaking, to render the theory physically consistent, and sticking to gauge fields
up to degree 3 only, the gauge field Ct always has to appear contracted with the tensor gIt.
(Note that such contracted fields C˜I := CtgIt are in general not independent gauge fields; for
example, hrIC˜I ≡ 0 as a consequence of the fourth equation of (3.1).) Alternatively, one can
assume the existence of sufficiently many higher form degree gauge fields, 4-forms Dλ, 5-forms
Eω, . . ., inducing corresponding higher field strengths parametrized by further constants. These
constants are subject to equations similar to (3.1), cf. (3.18) below, and ensure that no further
constraints are imposed on the constants above.
The gauge structure of the model is encoded in the tensors
(Xa)bc ≡ Xabc := −fabc + hcIdIab , (3.2)
satisfying for the “matrix commutator” [Xa, Xb] cd := (Xa)ce(Xb)ed − (Xb)ce(Xa)ed the relation
[Xa, Xb] = −XabcXc . (3.3)
The validity of this equation is a consequence of the constraints (3.1). Note that the ‘structure
constants’ Xabc can have a symmetric part as well, parametrized by hcIdIab, which vanishes when
contracted with Xc (as a consequence of (3.3)). In particular, this implies that the standard
Jacobi identities are not satisfied for the antisymmetric partX[ab]c ≡ −fabc, cf. the third equation
of (3.1).
We can reinterpret Eq. (3.3) in a more abstract setting as the defining relation of a Leibniz
algebra (V, [·, ·]), reading the left-hand as the product or bracket in this algebra between basis
elements Xa of V [KSS14]. Then
Xa ·Ac := −XabcAb . (3.4)
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defines a representation of this Leibniz algebra on the 1-form fields Aa in the sense that the
map from the bracket to commutators is a morphism. Then we also have a canonical action
on the 3-form fields Cr since they take values in a dual vector space, Xa · Ct = XatsCs. As a
consequence of the relations (3.1), one may verify that
Xa ·BI := −(Xa)J IBJ ,
(Xa)J I ≡ 2dIaphpJ − gItbJta . (3.5)
defines likewise an action on the 2-form fields BI .
By means of these operations one now defines “covariant derivatives” according to
D = d−AaXa· (3.6)
which appear e.g. in the transformations of each gauge field Aα with respect to “its own” gauge
parameter Λα: δAα = DΛα. In general, gauge fields Aα of form degree |α| transform under all
gauge parameters Λβ with form degree up to |α|, i.e. for all β with |β| ≤ |α|+ 1 (cf. Egs. (3.10)
below).
The field strengths defined in [SSW11] are of the form
Ha = dAa − 12fbc
aAb ∧Ac + haIBI , (3.7)
HI = dBI + (hsKdIas − gIsbKsa)Aa ∧BK +
1
6f[ab
sdIc]sA
a ∧Ab ∧Ac + dIabAa ∧Hb + gItCt ,
H(4)t = dCt + (fats − dJathsJ)Aa ∧ Cs +
1
2h
s
IbJtsB
I ∧BJ + 13h
v
IbKtad
K
bvA
a ∧Ab ∧BI
− 112bKtafbc
sdKdsA
a ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad − 13bKtad
K
bcA
a ∧Ab ∧Hc − bItaBI ∧Ha + kλt Dλ .
Note that in these formulas we assumed already the existence of 4-form gauge fieldsDλ, added at
the end of the 4-form field strength with a new set of parameters kλt which is, however, supposed
to disappear in the contraction with gIt, governing the consistent truncation mentioned above.
This implies
gItkλt = 0 (3.8)
as one of the equations to be imposed on these new parameters (for further ones cf. Eq. (3.18)
below). So, for the truncated system, one should replace H(4)t = dCt + . . . by its projection
gItH(4)t = d(gItCt) + . . . ≡ dC˜I + . . .. Since, as mentioned above, the gauge fields C˜I are
constrained (not independent), it is, however, often useful to work with the full tower of gauge
fields, considered to exist up to possibly arbitrarily high nontrivial order without impeding the
lower orders. We will come back to this below.
For the field strengths (3.7) we use a different notation Hα as opposed to the Fα introduced
in the previous section, since their definition contains at each form degree also lower-degree field
strengths. While such terms do not obstruct the analysis of the previous section, we still want
to distinguish them by notation from the field strengths “corrected” for such contributions in
what follows:
Fa = Ha , (3.9)
FI = HI − dIabAa ∧Hb ,
F (4)t = H(4)t + bJtaHa ∧BJ +
1
3bKt[ad
K
b]cA
a ∧Ab ∧Hc .
These expressions are now indeed of the form (2.1).
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The full set of gauge transformations up to the (unconstrained) 3-forms reads
δAa = DΛa − haJΛJ , (3.10)
δBI = DΛI + dIabAa ∧ δAb − 2dIabΛaHb − gItΛt ,
δCt = DΛt + bJtaBJ ∧ δAa + 13bJt[ad
J
b]cA
a ∧Ab ∧ δAc + bJtaΛaHJ + bJtaΛJ ∧Ha − kλt Λλ .
where Λλ are the 3-form gauge parameters appearing in the gauge transformations of Dλ via an
appropriately defined2 “covariant derivative”: δDλ = DΛλ; again this contribution disappears
under the projection, as it should for consistency of the truncation.
Remark. Notice that the parametrization of the gauge transformations (3.10) is redundant,
i.e. there is a “gauge symmetry” of the gauge parameters (which would give rise to ghosts for
ghosts in a BV-formalism). In particular, a change of parameters according to
Λa 7→ Λa + haIµI , ΛI 7→ ΛI +DµI + gItµt , Λt 7→ Λt − bJtaµJFa +Dµt (3.11)
for arbitrary µI ∈ C∞(Σ) and µt ∈ Ω1(Σ) does not change the transformations of the fields Aa,
BI and Ct above.
One could have chosen another set of gauge parameters,
Λr 7−→ Λ˜r , ΛI − dIabΛb ∧Aa 7−→ Λ˜I , Λt + bJtaΛaBJ +
1
3bJt[bd
J
c]aΛaAb ∧Ac 7−→ Λ˜t , (3.12)
such that in this new basis one has
δ˜Aa = dΛ˜a + fbcaΛ˜bAc − haI Λ˜I , (3.13)
δ˜BI = dΛ˜I +
(
gIsbKsa − hsKdIas
) (
Λ˜aBK −Aa ∧ Λ˜K
)
− 12d
I
s[afbc]
sΛ˜aAb ∧Ac − gItΛ˜t − dIrsΛ˜rFs ,
δ˜Ct = dΛ˜t +
(
fat
r − dJathrJ
) (
Aa ∧ Λ˜r − Λ˜aCr
)
− 13h
v
IbKt[ad
K
b]v
(
2Λ˜aAb ∧BI +Aa ∧Ab ∧ Λ˜I
)
− hs(JbK)tsΛ˜I ∧BJ +
1
3bKt[afbc
sdKd]sΛ˜a ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad − kλt Λ˜λ
+
(
bJtsΛ˜J +
2
3bJt[ud
J
v]sΛ˜uAv
)
∧ Fs .
The transformation of parameters (3.12) was lead by the following principle: Whenever a gauge
transformation for a gauge field Aα carries in addition to the contribution dΛα terms of the form
dΛβAγ . . ., where the dots can contain constant but also further field dependent contributions,
we can rewrite this term according to dΛβAγ . . . = d(ΛβAγ . . .)−(−1)|β|Λβd(Aγ . . .). The first of
these two terms, the exact one, combines into a (field-dependent) redefinition of Λα, the second
one contains no derivatives on Λ anymore. Note that this transformation is always an invertible
one for the gauge parameters (for reasons of form degree!) and thus all derivatives on gauge
parameters can be reabsorbed into the standard first contribution like above. While in general
we cannot get rid of field strength contributions to the gauge transformations in this manner,
we can always get rid of terms that contain derivatives on the gauge parameters multiplied by
some fields.
An invertible change of parameters like in (3.12) corresponds to a change of the generating
set of gauge transformations (cf., e.g., [HT92]). In general it changes the algebra of gauge
transformations, however, it does not change the feature of such an algebra being closed or
2This is not yet defined since for it we need to specify the action of the Leibniz algebra on the set of 4-form
gauge fields according to Eq. (3.6). This will be done below only.
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“open”. Geometrically speaking the generators of gauge transformations form a distribution in
the space of fields. A closed algebra corresponds to an involutive distribution, while an open
one signifies that one needs to add further generators or at least symmetry transformations;
these can be also “trivial ones” (cf. [HT92] for the terminology), i.e. gauge transformations
that vanish on the set of solutions to the field equations, but in that case also they constrain
the functionals that can have the symmetries (in form of their field equations). A change of
generators of a distribution corresponds to a different choice of a basis for the distribution only.
This still changes their algebra: if the distribution is involutive, locally there even always exists
an abelian choice.
Comparing with the previous section, any field strength contribution can be added to gauge
transformations of the form (2.8) without changing the fact if the ideal I generated by the
field strengths is left stable or not. Thus, a priori, i.e. from the perspective of the definition of
field strengths and thus the Q-structure, there is no good reason to favor the gauge symmetry
generators (3.10) or (3.13) from, e.g.,
δλA
a = dλa + fbcaλbAc − haIλI , (3.14)
δλB
I = dλI +
(
gIsbKsa − hsKdIas
) (
λaBK −Aa ∧ λK
)
− 12d
I
s[afbc]
sλaAb ∧Ac − gItλt ,
δλCt = dλt +
(
fat
r − dJathrJ
)
(Aa ∧ λr − λaCr)− 13h
v
IbKt[ad
K
b]v
(
2λaAb ∧BI +Aa ∧Ab ∧ λI
)
− hs(JbK)tsλI ∧BJ +
1
3bKt[afbc
sdKd]sλ
a ∧Ab ∧Ac ∧Ad − kλt λλ .
which differs from (3.13) by simply dropping the field strength terms. While superficially this
seems to simplify life, one needs to be aware of the fact that this step can change the nature of
the constraint algebra, from closed to open. It is a much more drastic transition than the one
from (3.10) to (3.13). We will come back to this quesion in more detail in section 5 below.
With respect to the gauge transformations (3.10) and (3.13) the field strengths Hα have
the remarkable property that they transform according to the respective representation of the
Leibniz algebra:
δHα = −(Xa)βαΛaHβ . (3.15)
So they do not transform with respect to the “higher” gauge parameters ΛI , Λr at all, they are
strictly invariant with respect to these transformations. And with respect to the original Leibniz
algebra, they follow the respective representation. This is of great advantage if one wants to
construct invariant action functionals.3
While the definition of the first field strength in (3.7) can be motivated also e.g. by 12 [D,D]Λα =
Ha(Xa)αβΛβ, it is precisely the Chern-Simons-like contributions to the higher field strengths that
ensures this property and, at the same time, makes them differ from their counterparts (3.9)
that do not contain such terms. The 2-form part contribution in the 2-form field strength is
also easily seen to be necessary for a non-Lie Leibniz algebra, if one decides for δAa = DΛa:
the “standard” Yang-Mills field strength H¯a ≡ dAa − 12fbcaAb ∧ Ac transforms according to
δH¯c = −XabcΛaH¯b − X(ab)c(Aa ∧ δAb − 2ΛaH¯b), i.e. non-covariant in the very general sense
of definition 2.3; this is cured by the addition of the B-term to Ha with the simultaneous
requirement of how BI transforms w.r.t. Λa.
Similarly, the Bianchi identities satisfied by this set of field strengths show a more particular
structure as that one can extract from the general definition 2.1: “naked” gauge fields only
3While there still exist examples of invariant functionals if such a condition is not satisfied, cf., e.g., [KS10]
and section 5.4 below.
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appear linear in combination with the exterior derivative d so as to combine into the above
defined “covariant derivatives” D. In particular, one finds
DHa = haIHI , (3.16)
DHI = dIabHa ∧Hb + gItH(4)t ,
D
(
gItH(4)t
)
= −gIt bJtaHa ∧HJ .
The rather strong covariance properties and Bianchi identities of the field strengths (3.7) turn
out to be crucial for the construction of supersymmetric gauge invariant action functionals for
these six-dimensional models [SSW11, SSW13, BSS13].
Let us finally note, that the above system of forms {Aa, BI , gIrCr} can be embedded into
a larger system of forms {Aa, BI , Cr, kλrDλ} in which the full unprojected set of 3-forms Cr
appears together with 4-forms Dλ, which enter under projection with the matrix kλr as in the
definition of the field strengths (3.7). The Bianchi identities of this larger system are given by
DHa = haIHI , (3.17)
DHI = dIabHa ∧Hb + gItH(4)t ,
DH(4)t = −bJtaHa ∧HJ + kλtH(5)λ ,
D
(
kλrH(5)λ
)
= kλr cλIJ HI ∧HJ − kλr ctλaHa ∧H(4)t .
Note that an eventual 6-form field strength does not appear on the r.h.s. of the last equation
since it disappears under the contraction with kλr effecting the trunctation one level up. Also,
when contracted with kλr , the action of D on the l.h.s. is understood as acting on an object
with a lower r-index. The new parameters appearing on the r.h.s. of the Bianchi identities are
constrained to satisfy the conditions
4dJab cλ IJ = bIra crλb + bIrb crλa , (3.18)
kλr cλIJ = hs[IbJ ]rs ,
kλr c
t
λs = frst − bIrsgIt + dIrshtI
together with (3.8). Despite first appearance, these conditions do not imply any further con-
straints on the constants appearing in (3.1). E.g. combining the second equation of (3.18) and
Eq. (3.8) gives rise to the condition
gKr hs[I bJ ]rs = 0 , (3.19)
which can be shown to be a consequence of the previous set of equations (3.1). In this sense, the
system {Aa, BI , gIrCr} is a consistent truncation of the extended system {Aa, BI , Cr, kλrDλ}.
In the next section, we will present a more systematic understanding of such truncations.
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4 L∞-algebras and canonical truncations of Lie n-algebras
In the present section we first want to recall the definition of an L∞-algebra and its equivalence
with pointed Q-manifolds. Those Q-manifolds of relevance for the physics under consideration
are always positively graded. If the highest non-zero degree of this socalled NQ-manifold is p,
this corresponds to a p-term L∞-algebra or what we call a Lie p-algebra. After providing some of
the details on this correspondence, where we will also partially follow the conventions of [MZ12]
and [Vor05], we address the canonical truncation of a Lie p-algebra to a Lie q-algebra for any
p ≥ q ≥ 2 as it plays an important role in the tensor hierarchy.
Let V = ⊕i∈ZVi be a graded vector space, and let us call (ΛV,∧) the free graded commutative
algebra generated by V; let us remark that this is a purely polynomial algebra, without any
completion. Given j ≥ 1, let Sj be the permutation group of j elements. A (k, j − k)-unshuffle
is a permutation σ ∈ Sj such that σ(1) < ... < σ(k) and, if k is strictly bigger than j, in addition
σ(k + 1) < ... < σ(j). We denote by Un(j, k) the set of unshuffles. If one takes j homogeneous
elements v1, ..., vj and some σ ∈ Sj , the Koszul sign (σ) is defined as:
q1 ∧ ... ∧ qj = (σ)qσ(1) ∧ ... ∧ qσ(j) (4.1)
where the elements qk are assumed to be homogeneous. Another sign of relevance below is
χ(σ) := sgn(σ)(σ). Then we can define an L∞- or, more generally, an Ln-algebra as follows:
Definition 4.1. An Ln-algebra for some fixed n ∈ N∪ {∞} is a graded vector space V equipped
with a collection of linear maps [...]j : ΛjV −→ V of degree 2− j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1 ≤ ∞, such
that for all homogeneous elements q1, ..., qm ∈ V:
antisymmetry ∀ σ ∈ Sm [q1, ..., qm]m = χ(σ)[qσ(1), ..., qσ(m)]m (4.2)
Jacobi identity
m∑
k=1
(−1)k(m−k)
∑
σ∈Un(m,k)
χ(σ)
[
[qσ(1), ..., qσ(k)]k, qσ(k+1), ..., qσ(m)
]
m−k+1 = 0 .
(4.3)
This definition is similar to the one used in [MZ12, LS93], but differs for instance from
[LM95], in which the degree of the bracket [...]j is j−2; this is equivalent to the above definition
upon reversal of the grading of V. In some cases, the notation lj(. . .) is used for the j-bracket,
instead of [. . .]j . Note that any Ln-algebra is also trivially a (partially degenerate) Ln+m-algebra
for any m ∈ N (the higher brackets vanish identically starting from j = n+ 2).
The “antisymmetry” and “Jacobi identity” are to be understood in a generalized sense cer-
tainly. It is inspired by the case of an ordinary Lie algebra, which results from the above as
follows: It is an L1-algebra where all elements have degree 0 and where [·]1 vanishes identically.
One then is left with the binary bracket [·, ·]2, which is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi
identity in the usual sense. Similarly, a Z-graded Lie algebra is an L1-algebra with [·]1 ≡ 0.
The 1-bracket [·]1 equips V with the structure of a complex due to the first Jacobi identity,
[[·]]1 = 0. We will denote this coboundary map also by t, or if the degree is to be specified, by
t(p) := [·]1|V−p : V−p → V−p+1 . (4.4)
It satisfies t(p−1) ◦ t(p) = 0. A general L1-algebra is then a differential graded Lie algebra, the
compatibility of the bracket with the differential following from (4.3) for m = 2.
Note that an Ln-algebra has vanishing brackets starting from j = n + 2, [. . .]n+2 ≡ 0, but
still the generalized Jacobi identities provide restrictions up to m = n + 2. For an L1 algebra,
it is the condition (4.3) for m = 3 that gives the Jacobi identity (in that case only the terms
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with k = 2 contribute). Similarly, it is this condition that controls the violation of the standard
Jacobi identity of the 2-bracket for an L2 algebra, where in this case there are also contributions
with k = 3 and k = 1; the former ones correspond to terms which are of the form t([. . .]3), the
latter ones are of the form [t(·), ·, ·]3. The condition (4.3) for m = 4 then expresses the fact that
the 3-bracket has to obey some "Jacobiator identity" (see [BC04] for the case of Lie 2-algebras).
There is also a useful, equivalent version of the above definition, resulting from a shift of
degree:
Definition 4.2. An Ln[1]-algebra, n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, is a graded vector space W equipped with a
collection of linear maps J., . . . , .Kj : ΛjW −→W of degree 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1 ≤ ∞, such that
for all homogeneous elements q1, ..., qm ∈ W:
symmetry ∀ σ ∈ Sm Jq1, . . . , qmKm = (σ)Jqσ(1), . . . , qσ(m)Km (4.5)
Jacobi identity
m∑
k=1
∑
σ∈Un(m,k)
(σ)
qJqσ(1), . . . , qσ(k)Kk, qσ(k+1), . . . , qσ(m)ym−k+1 = 0 .
(4.6)
There is a natural bijection between an Ln-algebra structure on V and an Ln[1]-algebra
structures on W = V[1], where V[1] is the graded vector space modelled after V such that
(V[1])i = Vi+1. If we write [−1] for the shift functor which shifts the degree of a homogeneous
element of V by −1 (i.e [−1]V = V[1]), then for all homogeneous elements q1, ..., qj ∈ V we have
the following relationship between J. . .Kj and [. . .]j :
[−1][q1, . . . , qj ]j = (−1)(j−1)|q1|+(j−2)|q2|+...+|qj−1| · J[−1]q1, . . . , [−1]qjKj . (4.7)
This version is better adapted to a direct comparison with (a priori Z-graded) Q-manifolds. We
will be more explicit on this in what follows.
Given a graded vector space W, there is a bijection between Ln[1]-algebra structures on W
and Q-structures on W which are pointed, i.e. which vanish at the origin qα = 0,
Q|0 = 0 . (4.8)
The identification works as follows: In addition to the Z-grading of W, the polynomials on this
space have an independent homogeneity degree (taking values in N0). Due to the condition (4.8),
this implies that we can decompose the vector field Q according to Q = ∑∞j=1Q(j) where Q(j)
is a homogeneous vector field with a polynomial coefficient of homogeneity degree j. Note each
Q(j) still has degree +1 and decomposes into several parts of different degrees in derivatives.
To be more explicit, let {qα} denote a basis of W, where each of the {qα}s has a particular
degree −|α| ∈ Z, then a dual basis {q∗α ≡: qα} induces coordinates qα of degree |α| on W. The
homological vector field Q on W can now be expressed in terms of the formal power series in
this dual basis:
Q =
∞∑
j=1
Q(j) , Q(j) ≡
1
j!C
β
α1...αjq
α1 · · · qαj ∂
∂qβ
, (4.9)
where Cβα1...αj ∈ R (and, as usually, the sum over repeating indices is understood). Now, Q(j)
corresponds precisely to the j-th bracket of the L∞[1]-algebra, and thus also to the corresponding
L∞-algebra. In fact, Jqα1 , . . . , qαj Kj = Cβα1...αjqβ . (4.10)
Now it is straightforward to verify that the generalized Jacobi identity (4.6) is equivalent to
Q2 = 0, while (4.5) already follows from the definitions (4.9), (4.10).
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The Q-manifolds M that appear in the present context are NQ-vector spaces, i.e. Q-
manifolds where the coordinate functions have positive degrees only. Since coordinates are
elements in the dual, this implies that the corresponding graded vector space M ≡ W = V[1]
underlying the L∞[1]-algebra is concentrated in negative degrees, and the vector space of the
L∞-algebra in non-positive degrees, V = ⊕∞i=0V−i.4
Definition 4.3. We call an L∞-algebra on V = ⊕n−1i=0 V−i an n-term L∞-algebra or simply a
Lie n-algebra.
Note that for degree reasons a Lie n-algebra is always an Ln-algebra (but certainly not vice
versa). For example, a Lie 2-algebra is an L∞ structure defined on
V−1 t→ V0 . (4.11)
Since lj ≡ [. . .]j has degree 2− j the only non-trivial brackets can be l1 ≡ t, l2 ≡ [·, ·]2 as well as
a 3-bracket that is non-trivial when fed by three elements of degree 0, taking values in degree
minus one then; thus here l3 corresponds to an element of Λ3V∗0 ⊗ V−1. For vanishing l3 this
corresponds to a crossed module of Lie algebras or what is called a strict Lie 2-algebra in [BC04],
while a general Lie 2-algebra in the terminology used here is called semi-strict there (cf. also
[GS05] for more details on Lie 2-algebras and Lie 2-algebroids).
From the above considerations we conclude that
Proposition 4.1. An NQ-vector space (W, Q) of highest coordinate degree n is in
1:1 correspondence with a Lie n-algebra (V ≡ ⊕n−1i=0 V−i, [. . .]j=1..n+1).
For the sequel it will be important to observe that any Lie n-algebra can be truncated in a
canonical way to a Lie m-algebra with 2 ≤ m ≤ n.5 This is most easily seen in the Q-language:
Lemma 4.1. Any NQ-vector space (W, Q) of highest coordinate degree n ≥ 2 projects in a
canonical way to an NQ-vector space (W˜, Q˜) of highest coordinate degree m, 2 ≤ m ≤ n. Up to
degree m − 1 the ring of functions on W and W˜ agrees, while C∞(W˜) is completed by adding
the image of the degree m− 1 functions under the action of Q(1).
Proof. Since coordinates on W have positive degrees, the action of the part Q(1) of Q in (4.9)
results in the same total algebra as if we act with all of Q (all remaining parts of Q acting on the
degree m− 1 functions are already generated by lower degree coordinates). In this way C∞(W˜)
is obviously a subring of C∞(W) closed under the differential and the inclusion of differential
graded algebras corresponds to a projection of Q-manifolds.
The operator Q(1) (when restricted to homogeneous coordinates) is dual to the map J·K1 and,
by restriction to the degree m− 1 coordinates on W ≡ V[1], which are a dual basis of W−m+1,
4In another possible convention, mentioned right after definition 4.1, this would correspond to non-negative
degrees. We stick to the present convention, however, since it is closer to the one used for NQ-manifolds, where
then the coordinates have strictly positive degrees.
5A similar statement is also true for Lie n-algebroids, or even the more general Ln-algebras/algebroids, but
these generalizations are of no relevance for the present considerations.
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this corresponds to the map t(m−1), cf. eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) as well as the following diagram:
V−m+1
t(m−1)
−−−−−−−−−→ V−m+2
[−1]
y y[−1]
W−m
J.K1−−−−−−−−−→ W−m+1 (4.12)
∗
y y∗
W∗−m
Q(1)
←−−−−−−−−− W∗−m+1
In this way we see that the original complex of the Lie n-algebra,
V−n+1
t(n−1)→ V−n+2
t(n−2)→ . . . t(m)→ V−m+1
t(m−1)→ V−m+2
t(m−2)→ . . . t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 , (4.13)
is shifted to
W−n J.K1→ W−n+1 J.K1→ . . . J.K1→ W−m J.K1→ W−m+1 J.K1→ . . . J.K1→ W−2 J.K1→ W−1 , (4.14)
so that the corresponding truncated NQ-vector space is most easily seen from the dual picture
to become
W∗−m ⊃ Im(Q(1)
∣∣
W∗−m+1
)
Q(1)←−W∗−m+1
Q(1)←− . . . Q(1)←−W∗−2
Q(1)←−W∗−1 . (4.15)
It is an easy exercise in linear algebra to verify that for any map f : V → W between finite
dimensional vector spaces the image Im(f∗) of the dual map f∗ : W∗ → V∗ can be identified
with (V/kerf)∗. Applying this to our situation, we thus obtain from the above Im(Q(1)
∣∣
W∗−m+1
) =
(W−m/Ker(J.K1))∗, which implies that the complex (4.15) is dual to
W−m
/
Ker(J.K1) J.K1→ W−m+1 J.K1→ . . . J.K1→ W−2 J.K1→ W−1 . (4.16)
Summing up, we see that together with Proposition 4.1 the above Lemma implies that any Lie
n-algebra defined on the complex (4.13) can be truncated canonically to a Lie m-algebra defined
on the complex
V−m+1
/
Ker(t(m−1))
t˜(m−1)→ V−m+2
t(m−2)→ . . . t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 , (4.17)
where t˜(m−1) is the canonical descendant of the map t(m−1) to the quotient. Denote by τ the
map from (4.13) to (4.17), which, between degree 0 and degree −m+ 2 is the identity map, at
degree −m + 1 maps any element to its equivalence class generated by elements in the kernel
of t(m−1), and at all higher degrees is the zero map. Then the brackets l˜j on the truncated Lie
m-algebra are related to the original brackets on the Lie n-algebra (V, lj) by means of
l˜j ◦ τ⊗j = τ ◦ lj . (4.18)
In other words,
Proposition 4.2. For any Lie n-algebra (V, lj),
V−n+1
t(n−1)→ V−n+2
t(n−2)→ . . . t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 , (4.19)
the brackets lj factor through the canonical projection of (4.19) to (4.17) for any 2 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ ∞.
Thus there are canonically defined multi-linear maps l˜j satisfying (4.18) which equip (4.17) with
the structure of a Lie m-algebra.
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Let us illustrate this at the simplest example where n = m = 2, i.e. the truncation of a given
Lie 2-algebra (V• ≡ V−1 ⊕ V0, l1, l2, l3), defined on (4.11), to a simpler one defined on
V˜−1 t˜→ V0 , (4.20)
where V˜−1 ≡ V−1/Ker(t). For homogeneous elements we write x ∈ V−1, x˜ ∈ V˜−1, and y ∈ V0,
where therefore x˜ are equivalence classes in V−1 (x1, x2 ∈ x˜ ⇔ ∃x3 ∈ Ker(t) s.t. x1 = x2 + x3).
In the previous notation, τ(x) ≡ x˜, while we did not distinguish elements in V0 on which τ is just
the identity. We need to convince ourselves that all the three brackets descend to the quotient.
For the 1-bracket l˜1 ≡ t˜ this is trivial: by definition t˜(x˜) := t(x) which is well-defined since in
the notation from above we have t(x1) = t(x2 + x3) = t(x2). For the 2-bracket we only need to
check the case when one element is of degree -1 and one of degree 0 (otherwise the bracket either
vanishes identically or remains unmodified by the quotient). For this we need to check that the
difference between the result of two elements x1, x2 ∈ x˜ in [xi, y]2 lies in the kernel of the map t.
This is, however, a consequence of (4.3) for m = 2: t([x1−x2, y]2) ≡ t([x3, y]2) = [t(x3), y]2 = 0,
since the difference between two such elements is an element x3 in the kernel of t. For the
3-bracket, on the other hand, nothing is to be checked since only [y1, y2, y3] ≡ l3(y1, y2, y3)
is non-vanishing and we just need to take the equivalence class of the result so as to define
l˜3(y1, y2, y3).
In Appendix B we study also the case of a truncation of a Lie 3-algebra (V• ≡ V−2 ⊕ V−1 ⊕
V0, l1, l2, l3, l4) to a Lie 2-algebra (V˜• ≡ V˜−1 ⊕ V0, l˜1, l˜2, l˜3) in some detail. Here one does not
only need to check that the brackets descend correspondingly to the quotient, but also that on
the quotient the simplified Jacobi identities are satisfied (i.e. here in particular that (4.3) for
m = 4 on V• with a non-vanishing l4 indeed descends to an equation with a vanishing 4-bracket
l˜4 ≡ 0). It is here where the first time it also plays a role that the image of t(2) lies in the kernel
of the subsequent map t(1).
In fact, we could have also stayed with the image af the preceding map in the truncation.
There is a likewise truncation of a Lie n-algebra (4.19) to a Lie m-algebra defined over
V−m+1
/
Im(t(m))
t̂(m−1)→ V−m+2
t(m−2)→ . . . t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 , (4.21)
which, for a non-vanishing cohomology of the complex (4.19) at level (degree) −m+ 1, yields a
slightly bigger Lie m-algebra than the one of (4.13). Here t̂(m−1) is the map induced by t(m−1)
on the quotient (which is as before well-defined, since the image of t(m) is lying in the kernel of
t(m−1)). This corresponding proposition that one can formulate in analogy to Proposition 4.2
follows from a lemma similar to 4.1, by replacing the image of Q(1) by the kernel of Q(1) inside
W∗ at degree m. We also comment on this at the example of n = 3, m = 2 in Appendix B.
However, for the present application to the tensor hierarchy in six dimensions it is Proposition
4.2 that we will need.
It is evident that a general Lie n-algebra cannot be truncated naively to a Lie m-algebra (by
just setting to zero the vector spaces of degrees starting from −m and correspondingly with the
higher brackets excluded in this way), simply since Jacobi identities do not hold on the nose for
the lower brackets, but receive corrections from the higher ones that cannot just be dropped.
The main lesson of this section is that this truncation works to all orders, cf. Proposition 4.2, if
in degree −m+ 1 we take the quotient with respect to the kernel of the subsequent chain map
t. While this is not so straightforward to verify in the original language of multiple brackets, it
is rather evident from the dual Q-language, cf. Lemma 4.1.
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5 Gauge theory description of the truncated tensor hierarchy
5.1 The Q-structure and Bianchi identities
We will now apply the Q-formalism defined in Section 2 to the particular tensor hierarchy
described in Section 3. In this example, the space-time is six-dimensional, so there will not be
any p-form field of degree higher than 6. The Q-formalism should apply to the entire content of
the theory, but to keep the presentation transparent, we will limit ourselves to the 1-form Aa,
2-form BI and the projected 3-form gItCt. These are the forms that appear in the Lagrangian
formulation of the dynamics, cf. [BSS13]. The results of section 4 show that the Q-formalism
can be consistently truncated from the full set of fields to the subset of fields Aa, BI , gItCt.
Moreover, for convenience we will not always spell out the explicit projection gItCt on the 3-
forms. Within this section all expressions involving Ct etc are to be understood as contracted
with gIt.
We start from the graded vector space W whose basis vectors are {qa, qI , qt, qλ...}, with
degrees −1, −2, −3, −4, . . ., respectively and a degree preserving map a : T [1]Σ −→ W such
that p-form fields are defined as in (2.4) according to Aα = a∗(qα). In the spirit of the tensor
hierarchy, we assume that there is a possibly infinite Q-structure, i.e. that the vector field
Q = (−12C
c
abq
aqb + tcIqI)
∂
∂qc
+ (−ΓIaJqaqJ +
1
6H
I
abcq
aqbqc + tItqt)
∂
∂qI
+ (Asatqaqs +BIJtqIqJ +DabItqaqbqI + Eabcdtqaqbqcqd + tλt qλ)
∂
∂qt
+ . . .
(5.1)
has some extension with higher degree coordinates such that it squares to zero. To relate
the above coefficients with those present in the tensor hierarchy we only need to compare the
formulas for the field strengths (2.1), (3.7), and (3.9), which yields6
Ccab = −fabc , tcI = −hcI , ΓIaK = hsKdIas − gIsbKsa , (5.2)
HIabc = −dIs[afbc]s , tIt = −gIt , Arat = −fatr + dJathrJ ,
BJKt = −12h
s
(JbK)ts , DabJt = −
1
3h
v
JbKt[ad
K
b]v , Eabcdt =
1
12bKt[afbc
sdKd]s .
Note that in general the naive truncation at any level p of the vector field corresponding to the
tensor hierarchy recalled in section 3 does not square to zero. So, if in particular, we omit all
the terms indicated by . . . in the above Q, it will not square to zero, Q2 6= 0. The question
of the extendability of a given Q-structure to the next order is an interesting mathematical
question that we intend to address elsewhere. Here, we either assume that such an extension
exists (which may, e.g., give a lower non-vanishing bound on the dimension of the subsequent
vector space to be added and spanned by the next level of coordinates), or, equally well, we may
directly focus on the truncated version (corresponding to the truncated system of gauge fields
Aa, BI , and gItCt, which is the main focus of this paper.
The point is that the Bianchi identities in the tensor hierarchy are assumed to hold only up
to field strengths of the next level always; only when truncating appropriately at the last level,
one obtains a closed system of Bianchi identities from which one can conclude the nilpotency of
the vector field by means of Theorem 2.1. On the level of the graded manifolds, the truncation
6Equivalently, and apparently simpler, we can compare the gauge transformations (3.14) with (2.20). Note,
however, that to obtain the former formulas we needed to know the precise form of the field strengths as well, so
as to arrive from (3.13) to (3.14). The situation may change, however, if one finds gauge transformations of the
form (3.14), i.e. without any derivatives except for a leading dλα, directly!
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was subject of the previous section, cf. in particular Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2. We will
now describe the truncated homological vector field explicitly, restricting the coordinates to
degree 3.
For technical reasons we embedded this W˜ into a degree 3 graded N-manifold Ŵ of the form
Ŵ• :=W−2[1]→W−2 →W−1 , (5.3)
equipped with the homogeneous coordinates {q̂k, q̂I , ̂̂qI} of degrees 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Let
φ : W −→ Ŵ be the degree preserving map defined implicitly by means of:
φ∗(q̂k) = qk ,
φ∗(q̂I) = qI , (5.4)
φ∗(̂̂qI) = Q(1)(qI) = −gItqt .
The last equation shows that φ∗ is a surjection fromW−2[1]∗ to Im(Q(1)
∣∣
W∗−2
) = (W−3/Ker(J.K1))∗,
which can be identified with (Im(J.K1))∗ ⊂ (W−2)∗ (except for the shifted grading). Thus the re-
striction of φ∗ toW−2[1]∗ acts as an isomorphism (of graded vector spaces) between (Im(J.K1)[1])∗
and Im(Q(1)
∣∣
W∗−2
), and following section 4, it implies that
Im(φ) ∼= W−3
/
Ker(J.K1) ⊕W−2 ⊕W−1 . (5.5)
Then on Ŵ we define the vector field:
Q̂ = (−12C
c
abq̂
aq̂b + tcI q̂I)
∂
∂q̂c
+ (−ΓIaJ q̂aq̂J +
1
6H
I
abcq̂
aq̂bq̂c + ̂̂qI) ∂
∂q̂I
(5.6)
+ gIt(bJtaq̂â̂qJ −BKJtq̂K q̂J −DabJtq̂aq̂bq̂J − Eabcdtq̂aq̂bq̂cq̂d) ∂
∂̂̂qI .
Let us remark that (Ŵ, Q̂) is in general not (yet) the truncated Q-manifold (W˜, Q˜) of Lemma 4.1.
The technical difficulty here is that in general the linear map on the r.h.s. of the third equation
(5.4) is not a surjection. In other words, the coordinates ̂̂qI form an overcomplete set of (graded)
coordinates on the manifold of our interest. This (graded) manifold is W˜ := Im(φ) ⊂ Ŵ. On
W˜ the coordinates of degree 3 satisfy the constraints vI ̂̂qI ≡ 0 for every v such that vIgIt = 0.
The vector field Q̂ restricts to the submanifold W˜ ⊂ Ŵ, however: this becomes obvious from
the fact that on Ŵ one has Q̂(vI ̂̂qI) ≡ 0. Let us call Q̂|W˜ := Q˜. Let us denote the surjective
map, induced by φ, from W to W˜ ⊂ Ŵ by τ˜ . Assuming that (W, Q) is a (possibly infinite
dimensional) Q-manifold (corresponding to a Lie ∞-algebra), the map τ˜ : (W, Q) → (W˜, Q˜)
is the Q-morphism of Lemma 4.1 corresponding to the truncation of the original “big” Lie n-
algebra to the Lie 3-algebra of the interest for the six-dimensional model under consideration.
τ˜ would then be a Q-morphism, which in the language of L∞-algebras corresponds to an L∞-
morphism (cf. the map τ in the previous section). The situation is summarized schematically
in the figure 1.
While we do not address the existence of the “big” Lie ∞-algebra, as mentioned in the
beginning of this section, for the present purposes it is sufficient to prove that (W˜, Q˜) is a Q-
manifold, yielding a Lie 3-algebra, which subsequently will be made explicit in the following
subsection.
One of the main results of the present paper is then summarized in the following theorem,
giving the Q-structure governing the six-dimensional tensor hierarchy:
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Figure 1: (W, Q) is the NQ-manifold corresponding to a “huge Lie n-algebra” (possibly n = ∞) and
φ the Q-morphism onto (W˜, Q˜) corresponding to the Lie 3-algebra of relevance for the tensor hierarchy
in the six dimensional theory. For technical reasons we embedded (W˜, Q˜) into the graded N-manifold
(Ŵ, Q̂), which is also of maximal degree 3, but not a Q-manifold; in general Q̂2 6= 0.
Theorem 5.1. The system of algebraic equations (3.1) ensures that the degree one vector field
(5.6) with the coefficients given in (5.2) above define a Q-structure Q˜ on W˜ ≡ Im(φ) ⊂ Ŵ, i.e.:
Q˜2 = 0 . (5.7)
Remark. One does not have Q̂2 = 0 as such. One crucially needs to restrict to the image of the
map φ. Eq. (5.7), i.e. (Q̂
∣∣
Im(φ))
2 = 0, is equivalent to φ∗ ◦ Q̂2 = 0.
Proof. Either by a lengthy, direct calculation that is deferred to Appendix A or by proving
the Bianchi identities (3.16) and applying Theorem 2.1. We remark that using the “covariant
derivatives” D introduced in section 3 and identities on their square, the second option is
significantly simpler.
By construction, now the field strengths Fα are obtained by means of Fα = f∗(d¯qα). But
also the field strengths Hα can be obtained in a similar way (cf. Eqs. (3.9)); one has
Hα = f∗(ωα) (5.8)
for some 1-forms on the fibers T [1]W of the total bundle, where
ωa = d¯qa , ωI = d¯qI + dIabqad¯qb , ωt = d¯qt − bJtaqJ d¯qa −
1
3bKt[ad
K
b]cq
aqbd¯qc . (5.9)
Except for the first of these 1-forms, none of them is exact. For example, dIab is symmetric in
the lower indices while qa and qb are anti-commuting; if it were antisymmetric, on the other
hand, ωI would be exact. If the 1-forms ωα were exact, moreover, we could perform a (graded)
change of coordinates and present the field strengths in the simpler form of the second equation
of (2.24) (in the new coordinates). However, this is not the case. It is in fact precisely these
terms that provide Chern-Simons type of contributions and it is only here where quantities like
dIab appear “naked” for the first time (since in Q-structure some of them never do, cf. Eqs. (5.2)).
The fact that the omegas are not exact is intimately related to the fact that Chern-Simons type
of terms cannot be expressed in terms of field strengths. It would be interesting to see, if such
terms in the tensor hierarchy correspond to characteristic classes along the lines of [KS07].
Both ways of proving the Theorem 5.1 indicated are essentially equivalent according to
Theorem 2.1. The second path may appear shorter at first sight; this is because some of the
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computation has been transferred into proving properties of the operator D and the represen-
tations of the Leibniz algebra by means of the underlying set of algebraic equations (3.1). (For
example, one can show that 12 [D,D]Λα = HaXaβαΛβ holds true). However, if Q squaring to zero
is once established, one can use this fact to find the Bianchi identities in a most efficient way. All
information about Bianchi, also its concrete form, is contained in the formula dFα = −F(Qα),
or, equivalently, in the equation (2.25).
We illustrate this at the lowest two levels, where there is no difference between Q and Q˜|Im(φ).
We use both versions mentioned above. We start with the 2-form field strength:
dHa ≡ dFa = −F(Qa) ≡ −F(12fbc
aqbqc − haIqI)) = fbcaAb ∧ Fc + haIFI (5.10)
which is in fact the first equation of (2.6) (note that for the last equality we used the fact that
F satisfies a Leibniz-type property [BKS05], which follows directly from its definition Def. 2.2).
We still have to change the FI field strength on the rhs for HI so as to arrive at the first
Bianchi identity in the form of (3.16). To do so we can employ the equations (3.9) as well as the
definition (3.6) together with that of the relevant representation (3.2), which then immediately
yields the first equation of (3.16). We could proceed equally with the higher form degree field
strengths, specializing the equations (2.6) and translating to (3.16) like in the special case just
exposed.
It is illustrative, however, to proceed in a slightly different form here that reveals some of
the underlying structure. First we note that the equations (5.9) correspond to a change of basis
of the 1-forms on the graded manifold under consideration, from a holonomic basis d¯qα to the
non-holonomic one ωα ≡ ωαβ (q)d¯qβ. Let us denote by ναβ the inverse matrix to ωαβ , d¯qα = ναβωβ.
With this we have in full generality
dHα ≡ df∗(ωα) = f∗
(
(d¯ + LQ)(ωαβ (q)d¯qβ)
)
. (5.11)
If ωα were an exact basis, the d¯ would not act and we could (anti)commute the Lie-derivative
along Q through that differential so as to act as just as Q on the primitive. But it is a non-
holonomic basis, so that several further terms remain. Before continuing the general discussion,
we illustrate this at the 3-form field strength:
dHI = f∗
(
(d¯ + LQ)(d¯qI + dIabqad¯qb)
)
= f∗(−d¯QI +dIabd¯qad¯qb+dIabQad¯qb−dIabqad¯Qb) . (5.12)
Now one needs to read off the components QI and Qa from equations (5.1), (5.2), change back
to the non-holonomic basis by means of d¯qa = ωa, d¯qI = ωI − dIabqaωb, and finally use the fact
that f∗ is a morphism of algebras such that e.g. f∗(dIabωaωb) = dIabHa∧Hb or f∗(−dIabhaJqJωb) =
−dIabhaJBJ ∧ Hb. Like this one ends up with the second equation in (3.16), the first of the two
example terms appearing on the r.h.s. of the resulting equation, the second term cancelling
against the term in d¯QI containing Γ (cf. Eq. (5.2)). Although with this non-holonomic basis
the calculation is considerably longer than with the holonomic one, it is important to note that
none of the algebraic identities (3.1) need to be used anymore, their content enters already in
the first equality of (5.12), expressing that f∗ is a chain map.
We conclude with the calculation in full generality (valid for every basis ωα in every higher
gauge theory): the rhs of Eq. (5.11) gives
f∗
(
(d¯qγ +Qγ)
∂ωαβ (q)
∂qγ
d¯qβ + (−1)|α|−|β|ωαβ (q)(−d¯Qβ)
)
= f∗
(
(νγδ (q)ω
δ +Qγ(q))
∂ωαβ (q)
∂qγ
νβµ(q)ωµ − (−1)|α|−|β|ωαβ (q)νγδ (q)ωδ
∂Qβ(q)
∂qγ
)
,
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where we displayed all the q-dependences for clarity. The only effect of f∗ is now to replace all
qα by Aα and all ωα by Hα, always keeping the given order of objects. So the general Bianchi
identities for any choice of basis of 1-forms ωα have the form
dHα = (νγδHδ +Qγ)ωαβ,γνβµHµ − (−1)|α|−|β|ωαβνγδHδQβ,γ , (5.13)
where we did no more display the A-dependence explicitly and we abbreviated the left-derivatives
by a comma w.r.t. the corresponding coordinate. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to
reproduce (3.16) by specializing the above equation.
5.2 The structural L3-algebra
We will now apply the discussion of section 4 to the present case.7 We formally have an NQ-
manifold W with homogeneous coordinates {qr, qI , qt, qλ, . . .}, with an associated Lie n-algebra
(with n sufficiently big, possibly n =∞):
. . .→ V−3
t(3)→ V−2
t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 . (5.14)
We have seen in the last section in Theorem (5.1) that the NQ-manifold W can be projected to
another NQ-manifold W˜ = Im(φ) of degree 3,
W˜• ∼= W−3
/
Ker(J.K1) J.K1→ W−2 J.K1→ W−1 , (5.15)
i.e. W˜−1 ∼=W−1, W˜−2 ∼=W−2, and W˜−3 ∼= W−3
/
Ker(J.K1) , which corresponds to the truncation
of the above Lie n-algebra to a Lie 3-algebra:
V−2
/
Ker(t(2))
t(2)→ V−1
t(1)→ V0 . (5.16)
For clarity, we relate (5.15) more explicitly into the Q-language: Q˜ is a vector field on W˜, it
thus acts on functions on W˜. The set of homogeneous linear functions on W˜ corresponds to the
complex dual to (5.15), yielding (cf. Eqs. (4.9), (4.12), and (4.15))
Im(Q˜(1))
Q˜(1)←−W∗−2
Q˜(1)←−W∗−1 , (5.17)
where Q˜(1) is the part of Q˜ linear in the coordinates. It was convenient to embed W˜• into Ŵ•,
cf. Equations (5.3) as well as figure 1, even if the corresponding vector field (5.6) squared to
zero only on the restriction to W˜.
We will now specify coordinates on Ŵ adapted to the truncation determined by φ. It is an
elementary fact in linear algebra that the following exact sequence
0 −→ Im(J.K1) −→W−2 −→ W−2/Im(J.K1) −→ 0 , (5.18)
admits a splitting, that is: W−2 is isomorphic (as a vector space) to the direct sum Im(J.K1) ⊕
W−2
/
Im(J.K1) . Then given any set of degree 2 coordinates {qA} on Im(J.K1), and any set of
degree 2 coordinates {qR} on the quotient W−2
/
Im(J.K1) , the reunion (of their image in W−2)
form a set of coordinates on W−2. We will denote this reunion as {qI} = {qA, qR}, without
further notice to the inclusion maps. The letter A (resp. R) from the beginning (resp. the
end) of the alphabet has been chosen to emphasize the fact that the set of elements labelled
7 The results of this subsection have some overlap with what was found independently in [PS13].
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by this letter is a basis of Im(J.K1) (resp. a supplementary subspace isomorphic to the quotient
W−2
/
Im(J.K1)). With respect to this basis, the dual map Q(1) : Im(J.K1)∗ −→ Im(Q(1)∣∣W∗−2) is
an isomorphism (cf the discussion following Equation (5.4)). We will denote by {q̂I} = {q̂A, q̂R}
the coordinates on W−2 when seen as a subspace of Ŵ . Their suspension ̂̂qI = [1]q̂I gives a set
of coordinates on W−2[1] adapted to the truncation, as explained below. If one picks up a set of
degree 1 coordinates {q̂k} on W−1, we ends up with a complete set of coordinates for Ŵ, with
respect to which the action of the map φ is easily defined:
φ∗(q̂k) = qk ,
φ∗(q̂I) = qI , (5.19)
φ∗(̂̂qA) = Q(1)(qA) = −gAtqt .
φ∗(̂̂qR) = 0 .
By construction, and following the above discussion, φ∗ acts as an isomorphism between Im(J.K1)[1]∗
and Im(Q(1)
∣∣
W∗−2
). That is, {q̂k, q̂I , ̂̂qA} is a set of adapted coordinates to W˜ = Im(φ), so that
their dual {q̂k, q̂I , ̂̂qA} form a basis of W˜. The corresponding basis elements in the unshifted
truncated algebra V˜ will be respectively noted {vr}, {vI} = {vA, vR} and wA, of respective de-
grees 0,−1,−2. Note that the above equations implies that with this choice of particular basis
in W−2, we have that gRt = 0 and haA = 0.
In this setup, the homological vector field Q˜ is given by (it is the same structure as in
equation (5.6), but written directly in adapted coordinates on Im(φ)):
Q˜ =
(
− 12C
c
abq̂
aq̂b − hcI q̂I
) ∂
∂q̂c
+
(
− ΓAaJ q̂aq̂J +
1
6H
A
abcq̂
aq̂bq̂c + ̂̂qA) ∂
∂q̂A
+
(
− ΓRaJ q̂aq̂J +
1
6H
R
abcq̂
aq̂bq̂c
) ∂
∂q̂R
(5.20)
+ gAt
(
bBtaq̂
â̂qB −BKJtq̂K q̂J −DabJtq̂aq̂bq̂J − Eabcdtq̂aq̂bq̂cq̂d) ∂
∂̂̂qA ,
We can read the structure of the Lie 3-algebra on this homological vector field, and using
Equations (4.7,4.10) we obtain:
[vI ]1 = −haIva , (5.21)
[wA]1 = vA ,
[va, vb]2 = fabcvc ,
[va, vK ]2 = −(hsKdIas − gIsbKsa)vI ,
[va, wA]2 = gBtbAtawB ,
[vJ , vK ]2 = −hs(JbK)tsgAtwA ,
[va, vb, vc]3 = −dIs[afbc]svI ,
[va, vb, vJ ]3 =
2
3h
v
JbKt[ad
K
b]vg
AtwA ,
[va, vb, vc, vd]4 = −2bKt[afbcsdKd]sgAtwA .
In Section 4, the definition of the Jacobi identity in the context of Ln-algebras was given. We
can check them on the L3-algebra given above. Since the equation Q˜2 = 0 corresponds to 12
equations, there will be 12 Jacobi identities which are not identically trivial, and for example
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we are giving the Jacobi identities for j = 1, 2, 3. They can be compared to Equations (A.2) in
the Appendix A (having in mind that gRt = 0 and haA = 0):
[[wA]1]1 = −haAva = 0 (5.22)
[[va, vI ]2]1 + [[vI ]1, va]2 = hsI(fsab − hbJdJas)vb = 0
[[va, wA]2]1 + [[wA]1, va]2 = gBtbAtavB + ΓBaAvB = 0
[[vI ]1, vJ ]2 + [[vJ ]1, vI ]2 − [[vI , vJ ]2]1 = 2ha(I|ΓKa|J)vK + hs(IbJ)tsgAtvA = 0
[[va, vb]2, vc]2 + [[vb, vc]2, va]2 − [[va, vc]2, vb]2 + [[va, vb, vc]3]1
=
(
−3f[absfc]sd + hdIdIs[afbc]s
)
vd = 0
[[va, vb]2, vI ]2 + [[vb, vI ]2, va]2 − [[va, vI ]2, vb]2 + [[va, vb, vI ]3]1 + [[vI ]1, va, vb]3
=
(
−fabsΓJsI − hsIHJsab + 2ΓK[a|IΓJ|b]K − 2gJtDabIt
)
vJ = 0
[[va, vb]2, wA]2 − [[va, wA]2, vb]2 + [[vb, wA]2, va]2 + [[wA]1, va, vb]3
= gBt
(
fab
dbAtd + 2gCsbAt[a|bCt|b] − 2DabAt
)
wB = 0
[[va, vJ ]2, vK ]2 + [[vJ , vK ]2, va]2 + [[va, vK ]2, vJ ]2 − [[vJ ]1, va, vK ]3 − [[vK ]1, va, vJ ]3
= gAt
(
−ΓLa(JBK)Lt + 4hs(J |Das|K)t − 2BJKsgBsbBta
)
wA = 0 .
Remark. The truncation of this Lie 3-algebra to a Lie 2-algebra is deferred to Appendix B.
5.3 The gauge transformations as inner vertical automorphisms
We now turn to the gauge transformations in the present formalism, providing them with a ge-
ometrical interpretation. We already prepared the stage for these considerations in the previous
sections so that it mostly amounts to collect the respective formulas.
However, we will now perform a slight change of paradigm: Before we assumed that there is
a Q-structure (5.1) on a bigger graded manifoldW that then projects down by a Q-morphism φ
to (W˜, Q˜), cf. Eq. (5.20) and Figure 1, that is relevant for the tensor hierarchy in six dimensional
space-times Σ. In this article we only prove that (W˜, Q˜) is a Q-manifold, cf. Theorem 5.1. We
also showed that if we truncate the vector field (5.1) before the dots and the graded manifold
V at degree smaller than minus three, then the map φ defined by means of (5.4) preserves the
vector field Q (even if possibly Q2 6= 0 by the truncation!). In other words, we want to use
(W˜, Q˜) as the target Q-manifold (since neither (W, Q) nor even (Ŵ, Q̂) are guaranteed to be Q-
manifolds, cf. figure 1). On the other hand, we do not want to introduce particular coordinates
on W˜, but, in some sense, use those ofW with their corresponding fields Aa, BI , and Ct. For the
degree 1 and degree 2 coordinates and fields this does not pose any problem. Still, when using
qt and Ct one needs to be careful: Only those combinations of qt can be used that project down
to W˜, i.e. which can be obtained as the pullback of functions on W˜. A complete generating set
of these degree 3 coordinates is provided by gItqt. Likewise, it is only the combination gItCt of
the 3-form fields that may be considered in this section.
Similarly we need to be careful with what vector fields on W we use. They must as well
project down to W˜. In other words, they must not leave the set of “admissible” functions on
W. In this context it will be useful to note that every degree −1 vector field has this property
(simply by degree reasons) and the degree +1 vector field Q has this property in view of Lemma
4.1 (as one may certainly also verify with the explicit expressions). Since gauge transformations
are generated by commutators of such vector fields, we do not encounter any problems using the
Q-formalism (with its essential defining property Q2 = 0—that holds true on the set of functions
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considered!). We thus can consider recovering gauge transformations of the form (3.14) simply
by contracting both sides of its last equation by gIt (this also has the effect of annihilating the
very last term, kλt λλ, which is the only appearance of the “unwanted” next-level contribution of
the gauge parameters λλ).
We now start with these gauge transformations, also since they are the simplest ones in
the present formalism. Using the vector field Q of Equations (5.1) together with (5.2), we
observe that the gauge transformations (3.14) are precisely of the form (2.20). It thus remains
to specialise Equation (2.23) to the present context, taking care of the contraction issue of the
3-form fields mentioned above, however. Using (5.2), this yields
[δλ, δλ′ ]Aa = δλ̂A
a ,
[δλ, δλ′ ]BI = δλ̂B
I − dIp[afbc]pλaλ′bFc , (5.23)
[δλ, δλ′ ]
(
gItCt
)
= δ
λ̂
(
gItCt
)
+ 2gItbJt[afbcpdJd]pλaλ′bFcAd
−23g
IthpJbKt[ad
K
b]p(λaλ′bFJ − λaFbλ′J + λ′aFbλJ) ,
where the new parameters λ̂ are given by (cf. Equation (2.21)):
λ̂a = −fbcaλbλ′c ,
λ̂I = (hsKdIas − gIsbKsa)(λaλ′K − λ′aλK) + dIs[afbc]sλaλ′bAc , (5.24)
λ̂t = −(−fats + dJathsJ)(λaλ′s − λ′aλs)− hs(IbJ)tsλIλ′J − bKt[afbcsdKd]sλaλ′bAcAd
−23h
v
IbKt[ad
K
b]v(λaAbλ′I − λ′aAbλI − λaλ′bBI) .
Note that certainly gIt does not change under gauge transformations since these are mere con-
stants. However, this projection is needed to derive the last of the three equations of (2.23) by
means of the derived bracket constructions outlined in section 2.2 since this construction relies
essentially on Q2 = 0. On the other hand in the last equation of (5.24) such a projection is not
needed, as the corresponding vector field is of negative degree, as argued already above.
We observe that the gauge symmetries (3.14) do not close. Still, by construction, the terms
obstructing closure lie inside the ideal I generated by the field strengths (since each individual
gauge transformation (3.14) or (2.20) of the commutator was required to have this property—at
least when respecting the projection by gIt in the second case). Still, the commutators (5.23)
were derived from a picture in which they correspond to infinitesimal inner automorphisms of
a Q-bundle—which, as such, certainly form a closed algebra, as illustrated by figure 2 (cf. also
[BKS05, KS10, GS05] for further details). The transformations δAα in this picture correspond
to the restriction of the vector field V to the section a that corresponds to the given Aα. V is
an (infinitesimal) automorphism since it is adQN -closed, it is inner, since it is even adQN -exact.
As such, also when restricted to the vertical ones, the set {V} certainly forms a ((closed)) Lie
algebra with respect to the commutator as the bracket.
For any fixed choice of a or Aα, the gauge transformations (3.14) are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with infinitesimal vertical inner automorphisms V with an  that is “constant” along
the fibers. Here “constant” is to be understood in a particular coordinate system along the
fibers or, equivalently, by means of an auxiliary connection chosen on the fibers. The constant
value chosen at each fiber over (σ, dσ) ∈ T [1]Σ is determined by the value of λ at this point
by requiring that V restricted to the point a(σ, dσ) generates precisely the given infinitesimal
transformation δλAα (by means of a∗(V(qα))). Now, the main point is that the set of such “con-
stant automorphisms” forms a subspace of the Lie algebra of all (infinitesimal vertical inner)
automorphisms, but not a Lie subalgebra.
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T [1]⌃
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N
Figure 2: Schematic picture of the Q-bundle (N , QN ) → (T [1]Σ,d) with typical fiber (W˜, Q˜). The
collection of gauge fields (Aα) = (Aa, BI , C·) is encoded into a section a : T [1]Σ → N . In general, this
is a section in the category of graded manifolds only; it has vanishing field strengths Fα precisely if it
is a section in the category of Q-manifolds also. The joint infinitesimal gauge variations δAα correspond
to an infinitesimal variation δa of the given section. This variation is generated by a vertical vector field
V ≡ [QN , ], the restriction of which to the image of this section a gives δa. V generates an inner vertical
automorphism of the Q-bundle N .
The fact that an eventual symmetry algebra is what is called “open” restrains the possible
functionals S for which they can be symmetries. Clearly, the set of all (also appropriately
restricted, like “local”) symmetries of a functional S form a (generically infinite dimensional)
Lie group and infinitesimally its corresponding Lie algebra. Why one still considers “open
algebras of symmetries” is related to the fact that any (local) functional has so-called “trival”
gauge symmetries, which are symmetries of the functional S leaving any solution to its Euler-
Lagrange equation invariant (cf. also [HT92] for further details). Talking about a gauge theory
implies implicitly that S has non-trivial gauge symmetries. While the set of all infinitesimal
gauge symmetries of S again forms a Lie algebra, a subset of generators does not necessarily:
The trivial ones form an ideal that can be factored out, but the non-trivial ones do not form a
Lie subalgebra in general. Correspondingly, when choosing representatives of the generators in
each class, their Lie brackets do not necessarily close and, even worse, if the exact sequence of
Lie groups or algebras
“trivial “all “non-trivial
gauge −→ gauge −→ gauge symmetries (5.25)
symmetries” symmetries” modulo trivial ones”
does not split, there even does not exist any choice of generators such that the symmetries
close.8
So, if one wants to use the transformations (3.14) as (infinitesimal) gauge symmetries of
a functional S, the choice of such a functional S is necessarily restricted by the terms on the
right-hand-side of the commutator algebra (5.23). In particular, any such a functional S must
8This then is the situation where for a quantization standard BRST-methods are no more sufficient, but one
needs to rely on the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism [BV81, HT92].
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have
dIp[afbc]
pFc = 0 ,
gItbJt[afbc
pdJd]pFcAd = 0 , (5.26)
gIthpJbKt[ad
K
b]pFb = 0 ,
gIthpJbKt[ad
K
b]pFJ = 0
among its field equations (where some of the first three equations may be redundant). Sufficient
would be certainly that both 2-form and 3-form field strengths vanish on-shell9
Fa ≈ 0 , (5.27)
FI ≈ 0 .
There may be occasions, where restrictions of the form (5.26) or (5.27) do not pose any
problem and may be even welcome in some sense. If, for some reason, however, these constraints
seem unphysical in a particular context, one needs to find other transformations, which impose
weaker constraints or even no constraints—as in the case of a closed algebra. Actually, in
the context of the six-dimensional tensor hierarchy studied in the present paper, such a set of
generators forming a closed algebra is known: As we will find below, the transformations (3.10)
do form a Lie algebra—and thus also the transformations (3.13), since they only differ by a
change of gauge parameters from the former ones10 In the following we want to verify this on
the one hand, but, on the other hand, we also want to apply the formalism of section 2 for the
following two reasons: First, a geometric interpretation such as in figure 2 above is conceptually
interesting and illuminating. Second, the use of the derived bracket construction may yield
pronounced technical advantages for the explicit computation.11
The symmetries (3.13) differ from the transformations (3.14) only by adding some (par-
ticularly chosen) Fα-dependent contributions. As such they also stay inside the ideal I by
construction (here we implicitly use the fact that dI ⊂ I).
We now have to address the question, if the gauge symmetries (3.13) can be written as inner
automorphisms as in figure 2 above. Here two cases need to be distinguished: First, if the
parameters Λ˜α are assumed to be field-independent. Second, if they are permitted to be field-
dependent. This second option is not just academic or artificial since we saw above that even if
one starts with field-independent parameters, the commutator of two such transformations may
very well be field-dependent, cf., e.g., Equation (5.24).
To clarify the situation properly, we first recall that for the degree minus one vertical vector
field  ≡ α(σ, dσ, q)∂α and a section a : T [1]Σ→ N one has (in similarity with the consideration
yielding the second equality in (2.22))
a∗ ([QN , ]qα) = d (a∗α) + a∗(β)a∗(∂β(Qα))− F β a∗(∂βα) . (5.28)
9In the literature, often equalities that hold true only on behalf of the Euler-Lagrange equations are denoted
by ≈.
10Consider a foliation on a manifold M generated by vector fields ρa. The generators are thus involutive:
[ρa, ρb] = Ccabρc, or, for any constants a ∈ R, [aρa, bρb] =
(
Ccab
ab
)
ρc. If one generalizes the last equality by
permitting a to be functions on M , the algebra changes by derivatives of those functions, while it evidently still
will close. Essentially this option corresponds to a change of generators for a fixed foliation.
11In the general setting this is certainly the case since the heavy use of identities such as those of (3.1) are
replaced by the simple condition Q2 = 0. In the concrete case here, one may retrieve some of those properties
encoded into these equations by means of properties satisfied by the “covariant derivatives” (3.6), the use of which
can likewise simplify the computation that otherwise would need the repeated use of (3.1).
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Let us compare this to gauge transformations of the form
δAα = dΛ˜α + Λ˜βV αβ + F βNαβγΛ˜γ , (5.29)
where the coefficients V αβ and Nαβγ are polynomials in Aα (of the corresponding degrees so as to
make the above equation homogenous in form degree). Both, the symmetries (3.14) as well as
the symmetries (3.13) are of the above form, the former ones with vanishing coefficients Nαβγ ,
the latter ones with non-vanishing coefficients.
Let us now first assume that the gauge parameters Λ˜ are field-independent. The comparison
of the two equations (5.28) and (5.29) show that α has to be q-independent.12 This, however,
implies that the F β-contributions vanish in (5.28), while we know them to be present in the
transformations (3.13) under consideration. And this evidently is a general result: Whenever
the parameters in gauge transformations (5.29) are not permitted to depend on the fields and,
at the same time, not all the coefficients Nαβγ vanish identically, the symmetries cannot be cast
into the form (5.28).
The situation is more intricate, however, if the parameters Λ˜α are permitted to depend also
on the fieds, i.e. there are field-independent parameters µβ ∈ Ω•(Σ) such that
Λ˜α = Kαδ µδ , (5.30)
where Kαβ are polynomials in Aγ of appropriate degrees. Denote by kαβ the corresponding
function depending on q, i.e. Kαβ = a∗(kαβ ). Then comparison of the first terms in (5.28) and
(5.29) show that necessarily α = kαβ (q)µβ. But then comparison of the last term of each of the
two equations implies that ∂βkαδ = −nαβγkγδ , where Nαβγ = a∗(nαβγ), or, equivalently, that the
coefficient matrix K in (5.30) satisfies the likewise differential equation
∂βK
α
δ +NαβγK
γ
δ = 0 , (5.31)
for the coefficients N appearing in (5.29). We note that in this equation the index delta does
not play an important role. Considering it to be fixed (or having it “disappear” by permitting
some Kα to depend (linearly) on these parameters), we observe that the equation has the form
of a vector Kα being “covariantly constant” for the connexion coefficients Nαβγ . Since, moreover,
as a consequence of (5.30) we need that Kα is non-vanishing for all values of alpha, we see that
this “connexion” N needs to be flat, i.e. that it needs to satisfy the consistency condition of a
(graded) Riemann tensor Rηβγα of this connexion to vanish:13
∂η(Nαβγ) + (−1)(|α|−|γ|)|β|NαηδN δβγ − (−1)|η||β|
(
∂β(Nαηγ) + (−1)(|α|−|γ|)|η|NαβδN δηγ
)
= 0 . (5.32)
The vanishing of this tensor is a necessary condition for casting the symmetries (5.29) into
the form (5.28). It is remarkable that it does not yet depend on the choice of Q itself. But this
is also why the condition is not sufficient, at least in the case that we assume Q to be known
already. However, if not yet known, it may be a way to read off Q from the symmetries without
prior investigation of other equations.
12We do not consider the exotic option of permitting α to depend on both, Aα and qα, so that under a∗ these
two contributions could cancel against one another.
13One just differentiates Equation (5.30) one more time, uses the equation to eliminate first derivatives and
then (graded) anti-symmetrizes in the index β and the new one from the derivative. The resulting equation then
takes the form RηβγαKγ = 0 with the expression of R given in Equation (5.32). Since we do not want to restrict
the variations of Λ˜α, moreover, we can drop the contraction with Kα and obtain the condition Rηβγα = 0 from
this.
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Let us now check the condition (5.32) for the transformations (3.13). While the N of the
second line poses no problem, the last line gives the curvature
Rabc t = 2bJtcdJab , (5.33)
which in general is non-vanishing. This implies that we cannot use the formalism underlying
(5.28) for those symmetries. We thus look at the “lifted” picture explained at the end of section 2.
We thus apply Theorem 2.2 to the symmetries (3.13). In particular, we can read off from
(2.33) the degree minus vector field generating these symmetries by means of the lifted inner
automorphism (2.32). One easily finds:
˜ = Λ˜a ∂
∂qa
+ Λ˜I ∂
∂qI
+ Λ˜t
∂
∂qt
− dIabΛ˜ad¯qb
∂
∂d¯qI
(5.34)
+
[
bJtaΛ˜J d¯qa +
2
3bJt[ad
J
b]cΛ˜aqbd¯qc
] ∂
∂d¯qt
,
where the first three terms are nothing but L (note that there are no “tangent derivatives” in
this case since w is the Kronnecker delta and Λ˜α is assumed to be field-independent for now)
and the contributions from v¯αβ − vαβ is linear in d¯qγ and, up to a sign, thus agrees with the
“connexion coefficients” nαβγ d¯qγ introduced above.
There is one more consistency consideration to perform at the stage: We argued above, in
the non-lifted picture, that the vector fields of degree −1 cannot lead out of the admissible
functions—recall that for technical reasons we stick to the coordinates on W, which, in the
lifted picture, has to be replaced by T [1]W. Admissible coordinates on T [1]W are qa, qI , gItqt
as well as d¯qa, d¯qI , gItd¯qt of degree 1, 2, 3, and 2, 3, 4, respectively. Here we now need to
check that the derivative with respect to d¯qt does not have a “naked” qs—but if qs appears,
which now for degree reasons is permitted, it has to appear in a contracted way, gJsqs. Indeed,
the d¯qt-derivative part of ˜ in (5.34) does not contain any qs variable. We are thus perfectly
permitted to use the formalism also before the projection. In order to obtain the commutator
of two gauge transformations (3.13), we may now simply apply the derived bracket construction
for them, in analogy to the discussion following (2.17). One finds14
[˜, ˜′]QN¯ =
̂˜Λa ∂
∂qa
+ ̂˜ΛI ∂
∂qI
+ ̂˜Λt ∂
∂qt
− dIab ̂˜Λad¯qb ∂
∂d¯qI
(5.35)
+
[
bJts
̂˜ΛJ d¯qs + 23bJt[udJv]s ̂˜Λuqvd¯qs + kαt (. . .)α
] ∂
∂d¯qt
,
where
̂˜Λa = [˜, ˜′]aQN¯ = CabcΛ˜bΛ˜′ĉ˜ΛI = [˜, ˜′]IQN¯ = ΓIaK(Λ˜aΛ˜′K − Λ˜′aΛ˜K)−HIabcΛ˜aΛ˜′bqc , (5.36)̂˜Λt = [˜, ˜′]QN¯ t = −Asat(Λ˜aΛ˜′s − Λ˜′aΛ˜s) + 2BIJtΛ˜IΛ˜′J − 12EabcdtΛ˜aΛ˜bqcqd ,
− 2DabIt(Λ˜aΛ˜′bqI − Λ˜aqbΛ˜′I + Λ˜′aqbΛ˜I)− 23bJt[bd
J
c]aΛ˜bΛ˜′cd¯qa .
We did not specify the terms proportional to kαt in the last line of (5.35) as they will drop out
in what follows. Note also that this bracket is already antisymmetric under the exchange of ˜
and ˜′.
14We anticipate the notation (N¯ , QN¯ ) for the Q-bundle with the new “tangent fiber”, cf. Figure 3 below.
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Now, although the new parameters depend on fiber coordinates, here the algebra does close.
Indeed one obtains
[δΛ˜, δΛ˜′ ]A
a = δ̂˜ΛAa
[δΛ˜, δΛ˜′ ]B
I = δ̂˜ΛBI (5.37)
[δΛ˜, δΛ˜′ ]
(
gItCt
)
= δ̂˜Λ
(
gItCt
)
.
The k-contributions do not contribute in the last line because Equation (3.8) implies that
[QN¯ , kαt (. . .)α ∂∂d¯qt ]
(
gIsqs
)
= gItkαt (. . . )α ≡ 0.
The reason for the closure is two-fold: First we see that the derived bracket (5.35) of two
vector fields (5.34) has a likewise form, albeit with the new parameters ̂˜Λ being fiber-dependent.
And that this does not play a role is the second reason: In the lifted picture the analogous
formula to (5.28) reads as follows
f∗ ([QN¯ , ˜]qα) = d (f∗˜α) + f∗(˜(Qα + d¯qα)) . (5.38)
In fact this is the same formula as (5.28), but with f replacing a (and LQN + d¯ replacing Q
when acting on qα). The last term, proportional to the derivative of the parameters in (5.28) is
absent in (5.38) since f is by construction a Q-morphism, cf. Equation (2.25), so that the “field
strength of the field strength” vanishes identically.
We now want to also provide a geometrical interpretation of the symmetries generated by
(5.34). In fact, also they are vertical inner automorphisms, just of another bundle. We needed
to replace the original fiber W˜, corresponding to the Lie 3-algebra, by its (shifted) tangent space
T [1]W˜ (that this can be done also in a canonical way for non-trivial bundles is explained for
instance in [GS05]). In this bundle the symmetries (3.13) are generated again as vertical inner
automorphisms following Equation (5.38). The difference to the previous situation is illustrated
also in Figure 3 (to be compared with the Figure 2 before).
What happens essentially is that the vertical vector field generating the symmetries does
not only depend on the value of the section a ∼ Aα at a given point in T [1]Σ, but also at its
first “germ” ∼ dAα ∼ Fα. The section f is doing precisely this: It gives a canonical lift of the
section a, where different first derivatives of a give different values (“heights” in the picture) in
the tangent direction of the fibers. For the same value of a, the gauge symmetries are or can
be different for different lifts. This is taken into account by the vector field generating an inner
automorphism on the tangent of the old fiber.
The symmetries in their original form (3.10) differ from the above ones by a field- or fiber-
dependent redefinition of parameters. Concretely, we need just the transformation inverse to
Equation (3.12), now written in terms of coordinates on the fiber, i.e.
Λ˜r = Λr , Λ˜I = ΛI − dIabΛbqa , Λ˜t = Λt + bJtaΛaqJ +
1
3bJt[bd
J
c]aΛaqbqc . (5.39)
Implementing this into the vector field (5.34), yields the vector field
 = Λa ∂
∂qa
+ (ΛI − dIabΛaqb)
∂
∂qI
+ (Λt + bJtaΛaqJ +
1
3bJt[bd
J
c]aΛaqbqc)
∂
∂qt
(5.40)
− dIabΛad¯qb
∂
∂d¯qI
+
[
bJtsΛJ d¯qs +
4
3bJt[ud
J
s]vΛuqvd¯qs
] ∂
∂d¯qt
,
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Figure 3: Schematic picture of the Q-bundle (N¯ , QN¯ )→ (T [1]Σ,d) with typical fiber (T [1]W˜,LQ˜ + d¯),
which can be constructed canonically from the bundle N of Figure 2. The vertical green lines are the
tangent directions to W˜, the bundle N (together with the section a) being recovered by projection onto
the horizontal plane in the figure. f now is the unique, canonically defined lift of a which is a section
of the extended bundle (N¯ , QN¯ ) in the category of Q-manifolds. The structural Lie-3 algebra of N is
turned into a Lie 4-algebra of N¯ (cf. also Appendix C). Due to the extension, the variation δf has many
more degrees of freedom compared to the old variation δa. The gauge symmetries of the non-abelian
models in six dimensions of [SSW11] cannot be described as vertical inner automorphisms of the simpler
Q-bundle N of Figure 2, but turn out to have such an interpretation in the lifted bundle (N¯ , QN¯ ) of the
present figure with its structural Lie 4-algebra.
which indeed generates the gauge transformations (3.10) by means of
δΛA
a = f∗([QN¯ , ]qa) ,
δΛB
I = f∗([QN¯ , ]qI) , (5.41)
δΛ(gItqt) = f∗([QN¯ , ](gItqt)) .
This change of parameters can be compared with a change of generators of a given (possibly
singular) foliation—here the foliation corresponds to gauge equivalence classes within the space
of all fields. Vector fields generating a foliation are tangent to the foliation by definition and by
C∞-linear combinations we can obtain any other vector field tangent to the foliation, at least
locally. Clearly, this can and in general will change the structure functions, i.e. the commutators
between the generators, but it will not spoil the fact that there is a closed algebra between them
(cf. also footnote 10).15 We thus cannot just implement the parameter change (5.39) into the
previous structure functions (5.36). Thus we need to reapply the derived bracket construction
for the vector fields of the type (5.40).
Before doing so, however, we recall that in section 3 we mentioned an equivalence of parame-
ters in the above symmetries. This is in fact standard for higher gauge theories and qualitatively
15In the finite dimensional setting we even know that for any foliation we can even locally introduce coordinates
and tangent generators such that the latter ones are holonomic, i.e. of the form of ordinary partial derivatives, so
that locally we can always bring such structure functions to zero by changes of generators. A similar result holds
also true for gauge symmetries, at least in the conventional setting, and is called “abelianization”, cf. [HT92].
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best visible when one considers abelian higher form degree gauge fields: δB = dΛ leaves invari-
ant the (abelian) 3-form field strength H = dB, but Λ and Λ + dµ evidently generate the same
changes of B. It is comforting to see that the much more involved invariance (3.11) of the
parametrization in the non-abelian context has a nice cohomological description in the present
formulation. Indeed, adQN¯ ≡ [QN¯ , ·] is a differential on the space of (also vertical) vector fields.
The parametrization enters the symmetries in terms of adQN¯ (), with  given by Equation (5.40),
and (3.11) corresponds to merely adding adQN¯ (η) to , where
η = µI ∂
∂qI
+ µt
∂
∂qt
+ bJtaµJ d¯qa
∂
∂d¯qt
(5.42)
where, as before, µI and µt are 0-forms and 1-forms, respectively.
We are now left with determining the commutators of the gauge symmetries (5.40). Here
the derived bracket turns out to no more be automatically antisymmetric. But since we know
that its symmetric part is adQN¯ -exact (cf. Equation (2.19)), we only display its antisymmetric
part (with respect to two vector fields  and ′ having both the form (5.40)):
[, ′]AQN¯ = Λ̂
a ∂
∂qa
+ (Λ̂I − dIabΛ̂aqb)
∂
∂qI
+ (Λ̂t + bJtaΛ̂aqJ +
1
3bJt[bd
J
c]aΛ̂aqbqc)
∂
∂qt
(5.43)
− dIabΛ̂ad¯qb
∂
∂d¯qI
+
[
bJtsΛ̂J d¯qs +
4
3bJt[ud
J
s]vΛ̂uqvd¯qs + kαt (. . .)α
] ∂
∂d¯qt
,
where, after some calculations and writing D for d− qaXa· :
Λ̂a = −fbcaΛbΛ′c ,
Λ̂I = dIab(ΛaDΛ′b − Λ′aDΛb) +
1
2g
ItbKtb(Λ′bΛK − ΛbΛ′K) ,
Λ̂t = −hr(IbJ) trΛI1 ∧ ΛJ2 + bI tr (ΛI ∧DΛ′r − Λ′I ∧DΛr) (5.44)
+ 2bJt[pdJq]s ΛpΛ′q d¯qs +
1
2D
(
bKtb(Λ′bΛK − ΛbΛ′K)
)
+ kλt (. . .)λ .
The unspecified terms at the end of Equation (5.43) and (5.44) turn out to not enter the
transformations of the (projected) fields. In the first case, the argument is the same as for (5.35)
(given below (5.37)). In the second case we may refer to (5.38) with qα replaced by gItqt:
f∗
(
[QN¯ , ̂](gItqt)
)
= df∗
(
gItΛ̂t
)
+ f∗
(
̂(gItQt + gItd¯qt)
)
, (5.45)
where ̂ ≡ [, ′]AQN¯ . The contraction of Λ̂t with g
It in the first term implies that the last term in
(5.44) does not contribute there. However in the second term, all the qt-dependence is contained
in gItQt = gItAstaqaqs + . . . (cf. Equation (5.1)). Using the last equation in (3.18) as well as
(3.8), one has gItAstaqaΛ̂s = gItbJtagJsqaΛ̂s so that the unspecified term kλt (. . .)λ in (5.44) will
also not contribute in this case.
We now observe that the last term of the second and third equations in (5.44) are nothing
but residual gauge transformations, as described in (3.11). We thus can drop it as another
adQN¯ -exact contribution for the choice
η = 12g
ItbKtb(Λ′bΛK − ΛbΛ′K) ∂
∂qt
(5.46)
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in Equation (5.42). This yields the simplified new parameters16
Λ′′a = −fbcaΛbΛ′c ,
Λ′′I = dIab(ΛaDΛ′b − Λ′aDΛb) ,
Λ′′t = −hr(IbJ) trΛI1 ∧ ΛJ2 + bI tr (ΛI ∧DΛ′r − Λ′I ∧DΛr) (5.47)
+ 2bJt[pdJq]s ΛpΛ′q d¯qs + kλt (. . .)λ .
For these parameters we have:
[δΛ, δΛ′ ]Aa = δΛ′′Aa
[δΛ, δΛ′ ]BI = δΛ′′BI (5.48)
[δΛ, δΛ′ ]
(
gItCt
)
= δΛ′′
(
gItCt
)
5.4 Invariant action functionals
For physical applications, one of the main goals in the construction of higher gauge theories
consists in finding action functionals with the searched-for field content and gauge invariance.
The field content of the present model in six space-time dimensions consists of 1-forms Aa, 2-
forms BI and (projected) 3-forms gItCt. Here the first complication is that the 3-forms have to
enter a functional in the projected form.
An essential ingredient of the present approach is the choice of the ideal I of field strengths
which was tantamount to the choice of the structural Lie n-algebra (due to Theorem 2.1 and
Proposition 4.1). This, however, does not yet fix the symmetries completely, but only restricts
them. We provided two examples for a different choice of the symmetries.17
The first one of these two options corresponds to inner vertical automorphisms of the simpler
bundle N , cf. Figure 2, where the fiber is directly the Q-manifold W˜ corresponding to the
structural Lie 3-algebra. Infinitesimally, these are generated by the transformation formulas
(3.14) or, equivalently, by means of δλAα = a∗([QN , ]) together with
 = λa ∂
∂qa
+ λI ∂
∂qI
+ λt
∂
∂qt
. (5.49)
The other option presented corresponds to inner vertical automorphisms of the bundle N¯ , cf. Fig-
ure 3, where the fiber is the shifted tangent bundle T [1]W˜, corresponding to a structural Lie
4-algebra (but one that arises from a canonical lift of a Lie 3-algebra, cf. Appendix C). One possi-
ble set of generators for them is given by (3.14) or, equivalently, by means of δλAα = f∗([QN¯ , ])
together with the vector field  given in formula (5.40).
The main difference between these two choices is the fact that the first option leads to an
open algebra of gauge symmetries whereas the second one yields a closed algebra. This has
important consequences for the construction of the action functionals as we are going to see
now. In the first case, openness of the gauge algebra requires that the field equations include
the vanishing of the contracted field strengths (5.26). A possible action functional is given
by [MS09, KS10]
S[Aa, BI , Ct, βa, βI ] =
∫
Σ
βa ∧ Fa + βI ∧ FI + 12M
stFs ∧ ∗Ft (5.50)
16So δΛ̂A
α ≡ δΛ′′Aα.
17The interpolating transformation (3.13) differs from (3.10) just by a field dependent transformation of pa-
rameters, which does not change the invariance of an action functional.
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with Lagrange multipliers βa, βI implementing the Equations (5.27), and a constant symmetric
tensor M st which satisfies
Xru
sMut +XrutM su = 0 , (5.51)
in order to ensure gauge invariance of the action (5.50). Here the constants Xcab appearing in
Equation (5.51) are those of Equation (3.2). Moreover, the tensorM st should factorize according
to
M st = gsIgtJmIJ , (5.52)
in order to guarantee that only the projected 3-form gauge potentials gsICs enter the action.
This follows from the fact that the Ct-dependence of Ft is given by DCt, with the “covariant
derivative” D of Equation (3.6), which commutes with the contraction by the “invariant tensor”
gsI (due to the last equation of (A.3)). Note also that in (5.50) we could replace Fα by Hα
due to the presence of the Lagrange multipliers, since the latter ones differ from the former ones
only by the addition of combination containing Fa and FI , cf. Equation (3.9).
The case of a closed algebra of gauge symmetries on the other hand allows for more options
of gauge invariant action functionals. Any action of the form
S[Aa, BI , Ct] =
1
2
∫
Σ
NabHa ∧ ∗Hb +MIJHI ∧ ∗HJ +M stHs ∧ ∗Ht (5.53)
is gauge invariant, provided the constants Nab, MIJ , and M st are the components of invariant
tensors in the respective product spaces, in generalization of Equation (5.51). In addition, as
before, M st has to be of the form (5.52) in order to guarantee the correct field content.
The action functionals of the supersymmetric models constructed in [SSW11, SSW13] are
yet of more general type. In this case minimal supersymmetry implies the presence of scalar
fields φI joining with the 2-forms BI into a single supermultiplet. The matrices Nab, MIJ ,
and M st in (5.53) then may become functions of the scalar fields. This paves the way for a
generalisation of the presented framework using Lie n-algebroids instead of Lie n-algebras (cf,
e.g., [MS09, KS10, GS05]). E.g. supersymmetry dictates that
Nab = bIab φI , (5.54)
such that the relations (3.1) together with a proper gauge transformation law of the scalar fields
δλφ
I = −λa(Xa)J I φJ , (5.55)
ensures separate gauge invariance of the first term in (5.53). Moreover, supersymmetry imposes
that MIJ is a constant invertible matrix and that the various constants from (3.1) defining the
theory are in fact related by
hrI = MIJ gJr , bIrs = 2MIJ dJrs . (5.56)
A final ingredient in the six-dimensional supersymmetric models is a topological term that is
separately gauge invariant. This term is most compactly given as the boundary contribution of
a seven-dimensional bulk integral [SSW11]
S =
∫
Σ7
MIJ
(
2dIrsHr ∧Hs +DHI
)
∧HJ , (5.57)
and necessary for supersymmetry of the complete action functional. Note that the integrand
of (5.57) corresponds to a characteristic class of the Q-bundle N of Figure 2 according to the
construction in [KS07].
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Appendix
A Explicit proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof. The setup has been introduced in (5.3) and (5.4). We will show that φ∗ ◦ Q̂2 = 0 on
C∞(Ŵ) implying that (Q̂∣∣Im(φ))2 = 0, which proves the theorem. Recall the exact form of Q̂
from (5.6) with the coefficients given by (5.2). Let us first spell out Q̂2:
Q̂2 =
(
−12C
e
[abC
d
c]e +
1
6 t
d
DH
D
abc
)
q̂aq̂bq̂c
∂
∂q̂d
+
(
−ΓDcBtaD − CabctbB
)
q̂cq̂B
∂
∂q̂a
+ taI ̂̂qI ∂∂q̂a (A.1)
−
(
gItbJta + ΓIaJ
)
q̂â̂qJ ∂
∂q̂I
+
(
ta(A|ΓBa|C) +BACtgBt
)
q̂Aq̂C
∂
∂q̂B
+
(1
2C
c
abΓBcC +
1
2 t
c
CH
B
cab + ΓA[a|CΓB|b]A −DabCtgBt
)
q̂aq̂bq̂C
∂
∂q̂B
−
(1
4C
s
[abH
B
cd]s +
1
6H
A
[abcΓBd]A + EabcdtgBt
)
q̂aq̂bq̂cq̂d
∂
∂q̂B
− gIt
(1
2C
c
abbJtc − gKsbJs[a|bKt|b] +DabJt
)
q̂aq̂b̂̂qJ ∂
∂̂̂qI + gIt (taAbBta − 2BABt) q̂Â̂q
B ∂
∂̂̂qI
+ gIt
(
2Dab(A|ttb|B) + 2ΓCa(ABB)Ct +BABsgCsbCta
)
q̂aq̂Aq̂B
∂
∂̂̂qI
− gIt
(
2Cs[abEcde]st +
1
6H
A
[abcDde]At − E[abcd|sgJsbJt|e]
)
q̂aq̂bq̂cq̂dq̂e
∂
∂̂̂qI
− gIt
(
Cs[abDc]sBt + 4tsBEsabct − ΓA[a|BD|bc]At +
1
3H
A
abcBABt − gKsbKt[cD|ab]Bs
)
q̂aq̂bq̂cq̂B
∂
∂̂̂qI
By definition C∞(Ŵ) is the set of formal power series in q̂a, q̂I , ̂̂qJ . Then the equation φ∗◦Q̂2 = 0
on C∞(Ŵ) is equivalent to the fact that the pullback by φ of each component of Q̂2 vanishes.
Consequently, φ∗ ◦ Q̂2 = 0 is equivalent to the following set of equations :
1
2C
e
[abC
d
c]e −
1
6 t
d
DH
D
abc = 0 , (A.2)
−ΓDcBtaD − CabctbB = 0 ,
taIg
It = 0 ,
gItbJtag
Js + ΓIaJgJs = 0 ,
ta(A|ΓBa|C) +BACtgBt = 0 ,
1
2C
c
abΓBcC +
1
2 t
c
CH
B
cab + ΓA[a|CΓB|b]A −DabCtgBt = 0 ,
1
4C
s
[abH
B
cd]s +
1
6H
A
[abcΓBd]A + EabcdtgBt = 0 ,
gIt
(1
2C
c
abbJtcg
Ju − gKsbJs[a|bKt|b]gJu +DabJtgJu
)
= 0 ,
gIt
(
gBstaAbBta − 2gAsBABt
)
= 0 ,
gIt
(
2Dab(A|ttb|B) + 2ΓCa(ABB)Ct +BABsgCsbCta
)
= 0 ,
gIt
(
2Cs[abEcde]st +
1
6H
A
[abcDde]At − E[abcd|sgJsbJt|e]
)
= 0 ,
gIt
(
Cs[abDc]sBt + 4tsBEsabct − ΓA[a|BD|bc]At +
1
3H
A
abcBABt − gKsbKt[cD|ab]Bs
)
= 0 .
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Let us recall that the equations needed to establish the Bianchi identities are given by (3.1).
Using that hrIgIt = 0, these equations imply that
Asrud
I
sv +AsrvdIus − Γ′IrJdJuv = 0 , (A.3)
Γ′JrIbJst +AursbIut +AurtbIsu = 0 ,
Au[rp|fu|q]
s +Au[rqfp]us −As[r|uf|pq]u = 0 ,
Atsrh
r
I − Γ′JsIhtJ = 0 ,
Asrtg
It + Γ′IrKgKs = 0 ,
where Γ′IrK ≡ 2hsKdIrs − gIsbKsr. Recalling that Asrt = (Xr)ts and Γ′IrK = (Xr)KJ encode the
action (3.4), (3.5), of the gauge generators −Xr on the vector spaces V−1 and V−2, respectively,
the five equations (A.3) express nothing but the fact that the tensors dIrs, bJts, fpqs, htJ , gIs define
invariant subspaces in the respective tensor products. The same thus holds for any contraction
of these tensors, in particular for the objects defined in (5.2). Which in particular implies the
relations
Au[qa]ΓJuK + Γ′I[q|KΓJ|a]I − Γ′J[q|IΓI|a]K = 0 , (A.4)
3Au[qa|HJu|bc] − Γ′J[q|IHI|abc] = 0 ,
Au[qa]A
t
us +Ar[q|sAt|a]r −At[q|rAr|a]s = 0 ,
2Γ′Iq(JBK)It +AsqtBJKs = 0 ,
Γ′I[q|KD|ab]It + 2Au[qa|Du|b]Kt +As[q|tD|ab]Ks = 0 ,
4Au[qa|Eu|bcd]t +As[q|tE|abcd]s = 0 .
These relations will be useful to prove the last identities of (A.2). Another useful equation is
obtained by noting that the first equation of (3.1), when antisymmetrized in r and u indices,
gives :
− 3hsKdKv[udIr]s−frusdIvs − f[r|vsdIu]s︸ ︷︷ ︸
=− 32frusdIvs+ 32f[ursdIv]s
= −gIsbKs[rdKu]v , (A.5)
so that we obtain
1
2f[ru
sdIv]s −
1
2fru
sdIvs − hsKdIs[rdKu]v = −
1
3g
IsbKs[rd
K
u]v . (A.6)
Let us now start showing that all equations (A.2) are satisfied. The first five equations are
direct consequences of equations (3.1). Now, let us check the sixth equation
1
2C
c
abΓBcC +
1
2 t
c
CH
B
cab + ΓA[a|CΓB|b]A −DabCtgBt = 0 . (A.7)
First of all, Equation (A.6) gives:
−DabCtgBt = −12C
c
abh
s
Cd
B
cs +
1
2h
c
CH
B
cab + hsChvKdBv[adKb]s (A.8)
so that the left hand side of equation (A.7) becomes
1
2fab
cgBtbCtc − ΓA[a|CgBtbAt|b] =
1
2
(
−Ac[ab]gBtbCtc − Γ′A[a|CgBtbAt|b] + (−gBtbAt[a|)gAsbCs|b]
)
= 12
(
−Ac[ab]gBtbCtc − Γ′A[a|CgBtbAt|b] + Γ′B[a|AgAsbCs|b]
)
,
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because Γ′B[a|AgAsbCs|b] = (−gBtbAt[a|)gAsbCs|b]. But the last equation is just the expression of
gauge invariance of the tensor gBtbCtb, so vanishes identically. Next, let us check the seventh
equation of (A.2)
1
4C
s
[abH
B
cd]s +
1
6H
A
[abcΓBd]A + EabcdtgBt = 0 , (A.9)
whose left-hand side reduces to
= 14A
s
[ab|H
B
s|cd] −
1
12 Γ
′B
[a|AH
A
|bcd] +
1
12 g
BtbAt[a|HA|bcd] +
1
12bAt[afbc
sdAd]sg
Bt
= 14A
s
[ab|H
B
s|cd] −
1
12 Γ
′B
[a|AH
A
|bcd] ,
which is nothing but the expression of the gauge invariance of the tensor HBbcd, thus identically
zero, which proves equation (A.9).
We remain with the last five equations of (A.2), all of which need to vanish under projection
with gIt. Here, we can make use of the orthogonality of gIt with kλt , cf. (3.18), such that it
suffices to show that the terms under projection can be cast into the form
1
2C
c
abA
u
ct −As[b|tAu|a]s +DabJtgJu = kλt Ξ(1)λ , (A.10)
taBA
s
at − 2gAsBABt = kλt Ξ(2)λ , (A.11)
2Dab(A|ttb|B) + 2ΓCa(ABB)Ct +BABsAsat = kλt Ξ
(3)
λ , (A.12)
2Cs[abEcde]st +
1
6H
A
[abcDde]At − E[abcd|sAse]t = kλt Ξ(4)λ , (A.13)
Cs[abDc]sBt + 4tsBEsabct − ΓA[a|BD|bc]At +
1
3H
A
abcBABt −As[c|tD|ab]Bs = kλt Ξ(5)λ , (A.14)
with suitable expressions Ξ(i)λ . In rewriting (A.2) as (A.10)–(A.14), we have used the identity
Asrtg
It = gJsbJtrgIt, which is the seventh equation of (3.1).
Let us start with equation (A.10): first the last term gJuDabJt vanishes because hrAgAt = 0.
The remainder is 12CcabAuct −Au[a|σAσ|b]t which is proportional to
Ac[ab]A
u
ct − 2Au[a|sAs|b]t = Ac[ab]Auct +As[a|tAu|b]s −Au[a|sAs|b]t , (A.15)
which is nothing more than the expression of the gauge invariance of the tensor Aubt, which
vanishes, such that equation (A.10) is satisfied. Equation (A.11) is easy as well. Indeed
taBA
s
at − 2gAsBABt = −haB(−fats + hsKdKat) + gAsha(AbB)ta
= haB(−ftas − hsKdKta + gAsbAta)− gAsha[BbA]ta
= −haBkλt csλa − gAskλt cλBA ,
which is of the desired form. Concerning equation (A.12), the left hand side is nothing but
1
6h
s
(A|bKtad
K
bsh
b
|B) −
1
6h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) + ΓCa(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at , (A.16)
but with the last equation of (3.1) the first term can be rewritten as
− 16h
s
(A|bKtsd
K
abh
b
|B) −
1
3h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) + ΓCa(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at
= −16h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) −
1
3h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) − dCsahs(ABB)Ct + Γ′Ca(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at
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where b and s have been exchanged in the first term because of the symmetry between hsA and
hbB. We obtain
1
6h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) − dCsahs(ABB)Ct + Γ′Ca(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at
= −12h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) +
1
4d
C
sah
s
(Ah
b
B)bCtb +
1
4d
C
sah
s
(A|h
b
Cb|B)tb + Γ′Ca(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at
= 14d
C
sah
s
(A|h
b
Cb|B)tb −
1
4h
s
(A|bKtbd
K
ash
b
|B) + Γ′Ca(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at
= 12h
s
(A|d
K
ask
λ
t cλK|B) + Γ′Ca(ABB)Ct +
1
2BABsA
s
at .
Now it is enough to notice that the first term is proportional to kλt , and the two last terms
express the gauge invariance of the tensor BABt, which then automatically vanish. So we have
proven that also equation (A.12) is of the desired form.
The two last equations will be more tricky to show. First, lets turn to equation (A.13),
in which we can use the gauge invariance of Eabcdρ to mix the first and the third term. Since
4As[ea|Es|bcd]t +As[e|tE|abcd]s = 0, the left hand side of the equation becomes
−2Cs[abEcde]st +
1
6H
A
[abcDde]At ,
which is proportional to
fa¯b¯
sbKt[c¯fd¯e¯
vdKs]v +
1
3d
A
s[a¯fb¯c¯
shvAbKt[d¯d
K
e¯]v = fa¯b¯
sbKt[c¯fd¯e¯
vdKs]v + fa¯b¯
sfc¯s
vbKtd¯d
K
e¯v ,
by using the third equation of (3.1) on the last term. Here, and in the following, we use the
notation that all expressions are considered as projected onto the fully antisymmetric part in
all barred indices. When we expand the bracket in the first term we have:
1
4fa¯b¯
sbKtc¯fd¯e¯
vdKsv −
1
4fa¯b¯
sbKtsfc¯d¯
vdKe¯v +
1
2fa¯b¯
sbKte¯fsc¯
vdK
d¯v
+ fa¯b¯
sfc¯s
vbKtd¯d
K
e¯v
= 14fa¯b¯
sbKtc¯fd¯e¯
vdKsv −
1
4fa¯b¯
sbKtsfc¯d¯
vdKe¯v +
3
2fa¯b¯
sfc¯s
vbKtd¯d
K
e¯v
= −34fa¯b¯
sbKtsfc¯d¯
vdKe¯v +
3
2fa¯b¯
sfc¯s
vbKtd¯d
K
e¯v
where we made heavy use of the (anti)-symmetries (such as permuting s and v). Now let us use
the second equation of (3.1) on 43 times the first term and the first one of (3.1) on
4
3 times the
second term to get:
−fa¯b¯sbKtsfc¯d¯vdKe¯v = −Asa¯tbKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v − Γ′Ja¯KbJtb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v
2fa¯b¯
sfc¯s
vbKtd¯d
K
e¯v = 2fa¯b¯
shvJd
J
c¯sbKtd¯d
K
e¯v − 2fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtd¯dKvs − 2fa¯b¯sΓ′Kc¯J bKtd¯dJe¯s
= −2fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtd¯dKvs − 6fa¯b¯shvJdJe¯sbKtd¯dKc¯v + 2fa¯b¯sgKtbJtc¯bKtd¯dJe¯s .
When we add one line to the other, we get
(fa¯ts − hsJdJa¯t + gJsbJta¯)bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v − 2fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtd¯dKvs − 8fa¯b¯shvJdJe¯sbKtd¯dKc¯v + 4fa¯b¯sgKtbJtc¯bKtd¯dJe¯s
= −kαt csαa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v + 4fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtsdKvd¯ − 4fa¯b¯sΓ′Kc¯J bKtd¯dJe¯s
= −kαt csαa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v + 4fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtsdKvd¯ − 4fa¯b¯sbKtd¯Avc¯e¯dKvs − 4fa¯b¯sbKtd¯Avc¯sdKve¯
= −kαt csαa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v + 4fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtsdKvd¯ + 4fa¯b¯sbKtd¯fvc¯e¯dKvs︸ ︷︷ ︸
−8fa¯b¯sbKtsfvc¯e¯dKd¯s
+4fa¯b¯
sbKtd¯f
v
c¯sd
K
ve¯ − 4fa¯b¯sbKtd¯hvJdJc¯sdKve¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
12fa¯b¯sbKtd¯fvc¯sdKve¯
= −kαt csαa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v − 4fa¯b¯sfc¯e¯vbKtsdKvd¯ − 8fa¯b¯sbKtd¯fvc¯sdKve¯
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where we used the eighth and the third equation of (3.1) at the end. Thus, to conclude we have
the following equality
−fa¯b¯sbKtsfc¯d¯vdKe¯v +2fa¯b¯sfc¯svbKtd¯dKe¯v = −kαt csαa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯vdKe¯v +4fa¯b¯sfc¯d¯vbKtsdKve¯−8fa¯b¯sbKtd¯fvc¯sdKve¯ ,
which is equivalent to the following:
− fa¯b¯sbKtsfc¯d¯vdKe¯v + 2fa¯b¯sfc¯svbKtd¯dKe¯v = −
1
5k
λ
t c
s
λa¯bKsb¯fc¯d¯
vdKe¯v ,
which is proportional to (A.13).
Finally, let us turn to equation (A.14). First note that using the following equation
Γ′I[c|BD|ab]It + 2Au[ca|Du|b]Bt +As[c|tD|ab]Bs = 0 ,
and the fact that hrAgAt = 0, we can rewrite the left hand side of (A.14) into:
Cs[abDc]sBt + 4tsBEsabct + ΓA[a|BD|bc]At +
1
3H
A
abcBABt − 2As[caDb]sBt ,
which is proportional to
fs
a¯b¯
hvBbJt[c¯d
J
s]v − hsBbJt[sfva¯b¯dJc¯]v − hvBdAva¯hwAbIt[b¯dIc¯]w +
1
2h
v
(AbB)tvd
A
s[a¯f
s
b¯c¯] − 2fsa¯b¯hvBbJt[c¯dJs]v
= −fs
a¯b¯
hvBbJt[c¯d
J
s]v − hsBbJt[sfva¯b¯dJc¯]v − hvBdAva¯hwAbIt[b¯dIc¯]w +
1
2h
v
(AbB)tvd
A
s[a¯f
s
b¯c¯]
= −12f
s
a¯b¯
hvBbJtc¯d
J
sv +
1
2f
s
a¯b¯
hvBbJtsd
J
c¯v︸ ︷︷ ︸
− 12fsa¯b¯hvBbJtc¯dJvs−
1
2f
s
a¯b¯
hvBbJtvd
J
sc¯
−hsBbJt[sfva¯b¯dJc¯]v − hvBdAva¯hwAbIt[b¯dIc¯]w +
1
2h
v
(AbB)tvd
A
s[a¯f
s
b¯c¯]
= −fs
a¯b¯
hvBbJtc¯d
J
sv − hsBbJt[sfva¯b¯dJc¯]v − hvBdAva¯hwAbIt[b¯dIc¯]w −
1
2h
v
[BbA]tvd
A
s[a¯f
s
b¯c¯] .
Again, all expressions are considered as totally antisymmetric in the barred indices. Let us look
at the first three terms (without considering hvB). There are equal to:
− f s
a¯b¯
bJtc¯d
J
sv −
1
4bJtvf
s
a¯b¯
dJc¯s +
1
4bJtc¯f
s
a¯b¯
dJvs −
1
2bJtb¯f
s
va¯d
J
c¯s − dAva¯hwAbItb¯dIc¯w
= −14fa¯b¯
sbJtvd
J
c¯s −
5
12fa¯b¯
sbJtc¯d
J
sv +
1
6fa¯v
sbItb¯d
I
c¯s −
1
3g
JsbJta¯bIsb¯d
I
c¯v
where we used the first equation of (3.1) on the last term of the first line. If we multiply
everything by −4, we obtain:
fa¯b¯
sbJtvd
J
c¯s +
5
3fa¯b¯
sbJtc¯d
J
sv −
2
3fa¯v
sbItb¯d
I
c¯s +
4
3g
JsbJta¯bIsb¯d
I
c¯v
= 2gJsbJta¯bIsb¯d
I
c¯v + fa¯c¯sbItsdIvb¯ − 2dJa¯sbJtc¯hsIdIvb¯
= ftasdIvb¯bIsc¯ − gJsbJta¯dIvb¯bIsc¯ + dJta¯hsJbIsc¯dIvb¯
= kαt csαa¯dIvb¯bIsc¯ ,
where we used the first and eigth equation of (3.1) to pass from the first line to the second line,
and the second equation of (3.1) to pass from the second line to the third line. Then we have
proven that the left hand side of (A.14) is proportional to
− 14k
λ
t c
s
λa¯d
I
vb¯
bIsc¯h
v
B −
1
2k
λ
t cλBAd
A
s[a¯f
s
b¯c¯] , (A.17)
which finishes the proof.
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B Truncation of a Lie 3-algebra to a Lie 2-algebra
Here we study the truncation of a Lie 3-algebra (U• ≡ U−2 ⊕ U−1 ⊕ U0, l1, l2, l3, l4) to a Lie
2-algebra (U˜• ≡ U˜−1⊕U0, l˜1, l˜2, l˜3), where U˜−1 = U−1
/
Ker(t(1)) , and we will apply the result to
the explicit example given in section 5.2. Doing so, we will show that the naive truncation of U
down to Û = U−1 ⊕ U0 does not satisfy the axioms of a Lie 2-algebra. First, observe that the
Jacobi identities for m = 1, 2, 3 involving only degree zero elements are unchanged for degree
reasons (because they are of degree zero). Second, the Jacobi identities of degree strictly less
than −1 automatically vanish on either truncations. Similarly, any identity involving a degree
−2 element should not be taken into account when performing the truncation because there
are no degree −2 elements in the truncated algebras. Thus let us turn our attention to the
remaining Jacobi identities which are of degree −1 (here ui ∈ U0 and vj ∈ U−1):
[[v1]1, v2]2 + [[v2]1, v1]2 = [[v1, v2]2]1 , (B.1)
[[u1, u2]2, v]2 + [[u2, v]2, u1]2 − [[u1, v]2, u2]2 + [[v]1, u1, u2]3 = −[[u1, u2, v]3]1 ,∑
σ∈Un(4,2)
χ(σ)
[
[uσ(1), uσ(2)]2, uσ(3), uσ(4)
]
3
−
∑
σ∈Un(4,3)
χ(σ)
[
[uσ(1), uσ(2), uσ(3)]3, uσ(4)
]
2 = −
[
[uσ(1), uσ(2)uσ(3), uσ(4)]4
]
1 ,
where we did not write terms involving [ui]1 because they vanish by definition. In each of
these equations, we observe that the left hand side is the expected Jacobi identity for a Lie 2-
algebra. On the right hand side however, we find some terms (all of degree −1) which originally
appear in the corresponding Jacobi identities for the Lie 3-algebra. All of these terms lie in
the image of [·]1 = t(2) and as such, in the kernel of t(1), so they all vanish if the Lie 3-
algebra U is truncated down to U˜ , which renders it a Lie 2-algebra since all Jacobi identities are
satisfied. However, if U is naively truncated to Û , the right hand sides project as such without
modification, which implies that the Jacobi identities on Û are not fully satisfied, and thus Û
cannot be a Lie 2-algebra. Note that we could have truncated the Lie 3-algebra down to the
following U−1
/
Im(t(2)) ⊕U0 and obtain a Lie 2-algebra structure on it, given that all the right
hand sides in the above equations vanish when projected on the quotient.
Let us now explain how to truncate the Lie 3-algebra U ≡ V˜ given in section 5.2 down to
the following Lie 2-algebra:
V˜ ′ := V−1
/
Ker(t)
t˜→ V0 . (B.2)
To give the explicit form of the brackets on V˜ ′, we need to follow the same recipe presented after
Equation (5.18). Let Ŵ ′ be the following graded N-vector space:
Ŵ ′• :=W−1[1]→W−1 , (B.3)
As in the discussion in subsection 5.2, we will choose a set of coordinates on Ŵ ′ adapted to the
truncation. Using the fact that W−1 is isomorphic to Im(J.K1)⊕ W−1/Im(J.K1) , let us first take
a set of coordinates {q̂′a} for Im(J.K1) ⊂ W−1, which we complete by some homogeneous degree 1
elements {q̂′r} into a set of independent coordinates {q̂′k} = {q̂′a, q̂′r} onW−1. As in section 5.2,
the letters from the beginning of the alphabet (resp. the end) are used to emphasize the fact that
the set of elements labelled by these letters is a basis of Im(J.K1) (resp. a supplementary subspace
isomorphic to the quotient W−1
/
Im(J.K1)). Their suspended counterpart {̂̂q′k} = {̂̂q′a, ̂̂q′r} give
a set of coordinates for W−1[1] adapted to the truncation. Let φ′ : Ŵ −→ Ŵ ′ be the degree
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preserving map implicitely defined by:
φ′∗(q̂′k) = q̂k ,
φ′∗(̂̂q′a) = −haI q̂I , (B.4)
φ′∗(̂̂q′r) = 0 .
For the same arguments presented after Equation (5.4) and in subsection 5.2, the map φ′ acts as
an isomorphism between Im(J.K1)[1]∗ and Im(Q(1)∣∣W∗−1). Thus it is fit for the truncation of the
NQ-manifold W˜ associated to the Lie 3-algebra V˜ down to the graded manifold W˜ ′ = Im(φ′)
W˜ ′• ∼= W−2
/
Ker(J.K1) J.K1→ W−1 , (B.5)
associated with the truncated Lie 2-algebra V˜ ′ (see Equation (B.2)).
Following Theorem 5.1, the graded vector space Im(φ′) ⊂ Ŵ ′ is a NQ-manifold when
equipped with:
Q˜′ = (12fkl
aq̂′kq̂′l + ̂̂q′a) ∂
∂q̂′a
+ 12fkl
sq̂′kq̂′l
∂
∂q̂′s
+ (fkabq̂′k̂̂q′a + 16hbIdIs[kflm]sq̂′kq̂′lq̂′m) ∂∂̂̂q′b . (B.6)
The Lie 2-algebra structure associated to V˜ ′ can be best described using explicit formulas. To
do this, we note by v′k and w′a the coordinates on V˜ ′ associated to q̂′k and ̂̂q′a respectively.
Then the Lie 2-algebra structure is given by the following brackets (obtained from equations
(4.7, 4.10) applied to the homological vector field Q˜′:
[w′a]1 = v′a ,
[v′k, v′l]2 = fklmv′m ,
[v′k, w′a]2 = fkabw′b ,
[v′k, v′l, v′m]3 = haIdIs[kflm]sw′a . (B.7)
C Lift of a Lie n-algebra to a Lie (n+ 1)-algebra
There is always a trivial way of viewing a Lie n-algebra as a Lie m-algebra for an m > n, just
by extending the original complex of length n by zero-dimensional vector spaces to a complex of
length m and by adding higher brackets that all vanish. This is not what we will discuss in the
present appendix. Instead, there is a canonical lift of any NQ-manifold of degree n to an NQ-
manifold of degree n+ 1 by means of the construction presented first in [KS07] and used in the
present paper for describing the closed gauge symmetries as inner vertical automorphisms. It is
the purpose of the present appendix to translate this into the original language of L∞-algebras.
Afterwards we illustrate the procedure for an ordinary Lie algebra, lifting it canonically to a Lie
2- and Lie 3-algebra.
Given an NQ-manifold (W, Q) of degree n with coordinates qα (corresponding thus to a Lie
n-algebra following the discussion in section 4), the shifted tangent bundle (T [1]W, Q¯ = LQ+d¯)
is an NQ-manifold of degree n + 1, with canonical coordinates qα and d¯qα. This is isomorphic
to the direct sum of W and of W[1] with coordinates qα and q¯α ≡ [1]qα, respectively. Since
LQ = Qα ∂∂qα − d¯Qα ∂∂d¯qα , this direct sum W¯ = W ⊕ W[1] becomes a Ln+1[1] algebra, when
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equipped with the following brackets (following Equation (4.10)):
Jqα1 , . . . , qαj Kj = Cβα1...αjqβJq¯αK1 = −Cβα q¯β + qα (C.1)
∀ j ≥ 2 Jqα1 , . . . , qαk−1 , q¯αk , qαk+1 , . . . , qαj Kj = −(−1)∑k−1i=1 |αi|Cβα1...αj q¯β
where Cβα1...αj has been defined in Equation (4.9). All other brackets vanish. The unbarred
contribution qα in the second line comes from the presence of d¯ in Q¯, whereas the last line
comes from the term −d¯Qα ∂
∂d¯qα in Q¯. One can reformulate these equation in terms of the j-ary
brackets J. . .KWj on W and the shift functors [1] :W[1] −→W and [−1] :W −→W[1]:
Jqα1 , . . . , qαj Kj = Jqα1 , . . . , qαj KWjJyK1 = −[−1]J[1]yKW1 + [1]y
∀ j ≥ 2 :Jqα1 , . . . , qαk−1 , y, qαk+1 , . . . , qαj Kj = −(−1)∑k−1i=1 |αi|[−1]Jqα1 , . . . , qαk−1 , [1]y, qαk+1 , . . . , qαj Kj
(C.2)
for all qαi ∈ W and y ∈ W[1]. If we define V as the desuspended vector space associated to W
as in section 4, then one could equip V˜ ≡ V ⊕ V[1] with an Lie (n+ 1)-algebra structure, using
the obvious generalization of (4.7) to the present case.
Let us now apply this discussion to the case of a Lie algebra g, with generators ta. The
associated NQ-manifold is (g[1], Qg = 12fabcξaξb
∂
∂ξc ) where fabc is a set of structure constant for
g and ξa are local coordinates on g[1]. It endows g[1] with a degree +1 bracket J·, ·Kg[1], which
is nothing but the shifted version of the traditional bracket [·, ·]g on g. Now, let us follow the
above construction: (T [1](g[1]) equipped with
Q¯ = LQg + d¯ =
1
2fab
cξaξb
∂
∂ξc
− fabcd¯ξaξb ∂
∂d¯ξc
+ d¯ξa ∂
∂ξa
, (C.3)
is a NQ-manifold of degree 2 isomorphic to g¯ ≡ g[1] ⊕ g[2], with canonical shift functors [1] :
g[2] −→ g[1] and [−1] : g[1] −→ g[2]. Thus, using equations (C.2), (C.3) we obtain the following
brackets on g¯:
JyK1 = [1]y (C.4)Jx, x′K2 = Jx, x′Kg[1]Jx, yK2 = [−1]Jx, [1]yKg[1]Jy, y′K2 = 0
for all x, x′ ∈ g[1] and y, y′ ∈ g[2]. Using Equation (4.7) one can equip the desuspended graded
vector space g˜ ≡ g⊕ g[1] with the following brackets:
[v]1 = [1]v (C.5)
[u, u′]2 = [u, u′]g
[u, v]2 = [−1][u, [1]v]g
[v, v′]2 = 0
for all u, u′ ∈ g and v, v′ ∈ g[1]. Since we know that Q¯ squares to zero, the generalized Jacobi
identities are satisfied, turning g˜ into a Lie 2-algebra, which is equivalent to a differential crossed
module (see for example [BC04]).
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We can further apply the process to T [1](g[1]) itself to obtain a Lie 3-algebra from g˜: Let
M = T [1] (T [1](g[1])) be the shifted tangent bundle to T [1](g[1]) with local coordinates ξa, d¯ξα
and Dξα, Dd¯ξα of degree 1, 2 and 2, 3, respectively – where D is a notation for the de Rham
differential on T [1](g[1]). M becomes a NQ-manifold when equipped with the following homo-
logical vector field:
¯¯Q = L′LQg+d¯ +D (C.6)
= 12fab
cξaξb
∂
∂ξc
− fabcd¯ξaξb ∂
∂d¯ξc
− fabcDξaξb ∂
∂Dξc
+ fabcDd¯ξaξb
∂
∂Dd¯ξc
+ fabcd¯ξaDξb
∂
∂Dd¯ξc
+ d¯ξa ∂
∂ξa
−Dd¯ξa ∂
∂Dξa
+Dξa ∂
∂ξa
+Dd¯ξa ∂
∂d¯ξa
,
where L′ is the Lie derivative onM. As a graded manifold,M is isomorphic to the direct sum
¯¯g = g[1]⊕g[2]l⊕g[2]r⊕g[3], where l and r stand for left and right, respectively. g[2]r is associated
to the degree 2 subspace ofM with coordinates d¯ξa, whereas g[2]l is associated to the degree 2
subspace ofM with coordinates Dξa. Thus there exists two types of shift functors relating the
left and right subalgebras g[2]l and g[2]r to g[1] and g[3] in the following commutative diagram:
g[1]
[−1]r−−−−−−−−−→ g[2]r
[−1]l
y y[−1]r (C.7)
g[2]l
[−1]l−−−−−−−−−→ g[3]
and their respective inverse:
g[1]
[1]r←−−−−−−−−− g[2]r
[1]l
x x[1]r (C.8)
g[2]l
[1]l←−−−−−−−−− g[3]
Using equations (C.2), and (C.6), one obtains the following brackets on ¯¯g:
JyK1 = [1]ry (C.9)JwK1 = [1]lwJzK1 = [1]rz − [1]lzJx, x′K2 = Jx, x′Kg[1]Jx, yK2 = [−1]rJx, [1]ryKg[1]Jx,wK2 = [−1]lJx, [1]lwKg[1]Jx, zK2 = [−2]Jx, [2]zKg[1]Jy, wK2 = [−2]J[1]ry, [1]lwKg[1]
for all x, x′ ∈ g[1], y ∈ g[2]r, w ∈ g[2]l and z ∈ g[3], all other brackets being zero. From this
set of equations and Equation(4.7), one deduces the brackets on the desuspended version of ¯¯g,
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denoted by ˜˜g ≡ g⊕ g[1]l ⊕ g[1]r ⊕ g[2] (with canonical shift functors as above):
[v]1 = [1]rv (C.10)
[r]1 = [1]lr
[s]1 = [1]rs− [1]ls
[u, u′]2 = [u, u′]g
[u, v]2 = [−1]r[u, [1]rv]g
[u, r]2 = [−1]l[u, [1]lr]g
[u, s]2 = [−2][u, [2]s]g
[v, r]2 = −[−2][[1]rv, [1]lr]g
for all u, u′ ∈ g, v ∈ g[1]r, r ∈ g[1]l and s ∈ g[2], all other brackets being zero. Knowing that
¯¯Q squares to zero, it ensures that the Jacobi identities are satisfied, thus endowing ˜˜g with a Lie
3-algebra structure.
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